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WFUL'S Gene Gardner And Farmers
See Early Morning Trip Of Muttnik
Gene Gardner and Muttnik stopped farm operations
within a fifty mile area of Fulton on Wednesday morning. Gene, the early morning announcer on WFUL, had
a ring-side seat to view Muttnik, the second Russian
Sattellite that appeared over the Fulton area at 5:45 a.
m. Wednesday.
Gene Gardner, ever on the alert to give his thousands
of radio listeners the -best in music, news and public
service, learned on Tuesday night that Muttnik would
appear over the Fulton area in the very early hours of
Wednesday morning.
lie was ready for it, and told
his listeners to be on the alert.
They were and every early morning farmer doing his farm chores
stopped to view Muttnik with
Gene.
At about 530 a. in. Wednesday
Gene started looking over the
skies for the amazing Russian
satellite, which has been described as a large, blue-white diamond.
A few minutes before 5:45 a.
m. Gene put a long-playing record on the turn-table and walked outside of the radio building
and started looking . . . and with
almost every farmer in the KenTenn area having stopped their
farm chores,Jie scanned the skies
for Nfuttnik.
Almost on schedule the satellite arrived and Gene reported
that it was travelling in a southessternly, north-westernly direction. He said it looked much like
• star travelling aeroas the skies.

After Gene had viewed Muttnik, so named because it is "manned" by a live dog, Gene was
deluged with calls at the station
by listeners who also bad seen
the second Russian satellite that
is circling the globe simultaneously with Sputnik, the first
Satellite launched by the Russians.
The second satellite—Muttnik
—was clearly observed over Chicago. Milwaukee, and other midwestern cities just before dawn
Wednesday morning. It had been
spotted earlier on the west coast.
Moonwatchers at the Smithsonian Institute in Cambridge said
Muttnik should be visible to east
coast residents early Thursday
morning.
According to l'ae last report
from Radio Moscow, the flying
dog house had covered one and
one half million miles in 40 trips
around the globe.

Nation Willt Again See And Hear
Fulton's Nancy All Next Week
Miss Nancy Adams and her
mother, Mrs. Tillman Adams. will
leave Fulton early Sunday morning for the airport at Paducah,
where they will board a plane
about daybreak and arrive in
New York Sunday afternoon.
On Monday morning the nation
will again be watching ninon's
now a freshman at
.
Nancy
Murray State College . . . as she
sings, plays her ukelele and blows
her trumpet on the Arthur Godfrey show from New York over
CBS-TV.
Nancy has been invited to spend
a week on the show, and is prepared to stay two if she's asked.
Previous invitations have been
extended for an additional week
each time
The morning Godfrey show
actually lasts an hour and a half
Tise full hour and a half is carried

The City Manager form of government has been adopted by the
duster:is of Fulton. Kentucky. Its
adoption came about as something
of • surprise to many people, not
because of the particular type
of govermnentai plan involved,
but because it was plainly evident that • great many people
were uninformed as to the real
issue at hand Many of them
never even bothered to learn the
good and bad points of the matter.

However, in spite of the seeming apathy there was considerable interest manifest in the issue in the closing days of the
election. And as in all spirited
elections charges and countercharges were rnaLUfest among personallUes, which invariably result in unfortunate situations.
The victorTor the City Manager form of -goverrunent cannot,
under any circumstances be con strued as a personal attack on
the out-spoken opponents of the
Issue. Quite the contrary. The
victory means that Fulton people
who voted for the lame were
anxious for any change that
might put Fulton in a competing position to get greater efficiency in City Government and to
be on a level to get more industry for the city in a highly
competitive industrial
—
We have been told that municipalities with the City Manager
Form of Government are given
greater consideration for industry
than those cities without such
government.
-It is my personal opinion that
If many people had not had great
faith in the incoming Mayor and
City Council and their avowed
promises to put the city on a
sound financial baste, that the
new form of Government would
not have been adopted bemuse
its chance of being financed
would have been doubtful indetd.
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The "Banana
Capital et the World"

Volume Twenty-Six

The Rub of the

Over 100 farm people attended
the Annual PCA Meeting at Cayce
last Friday night, November 1.
The financial report of the Association was given by Cloys A.
Hobbs, Mayfield, Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. Hobbs stated that the
Association had loans with over
fifteen hundred farmers in the
eight Purchase Counties for an
amount in excess of three million
dollars.
- Since there are other sectional
meetings of the type held at
Cayce the election of two directors will not be final until the
last meeting at LaCenter, Kentucky, Friday night, November 8.
Elected at the Cayce meeting
to serve on the Fulton County
Membership committee were: R.
E. Brasfield, James H. Owens,
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PCA Reports Over $3,000,000 Loaned To
1500 Farmers In Eight Purchase Counties
Charles L. Roberti and Richard
Bellew.
The following people won door
prizes: Mrs. Albert Moss, can
opener; Mrs. Grover C. Wright,
overnight bag; Mrs. W. L Fowler, electric skillet; .I, D. Boulton, steam iron; Mrs. Richard
Bellew, percolator; Mrs. S. A.
Jones, electric mixer; Mrs. John
S. Bacon, dictionary; Cigarette
lighters were won by Mrs. Neal
Scearce, Frances Johnson, John
R. Atwill and Mrs. C. R. Austin.
Ash trays were won by Homer
Weatherspoon, W. L. Fields,
James H. Owens, Forrest Mchiurry, Grover C. Wright, Paul Carrigan, Mrs. Homer Weatherspoonr
Richard Bellew, Mrs. R. E. Brasfield, Mrs. C. H. Linder, R. L.
Harrison and Leon Bransford.
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Fulton Okays City Manager 350-244;
Will Become Effective Here In 1962
County ASC
Elections Will
Be November 8

Nelson Tripp Named Mayor; Six Councilmen
Also Elected Without Opposition For '58-9

The citizens of Fulton voted their approval of a City
manager form of Government for their community last
Tuesday, by a count of 350-244, in a somewhat-surprising endorsement of a move that had hardly been disFive Chairmen Will
cussed by the general public a scant three weeks ago.
Be Named; All Farmers The approval of a City manager is'a tribute to a hardUrged To Go And Vote driving core of young Fultonians who have advocated
Elections for community ASC the idea for the past two or three years as a method of
committeemen will be held in
every designated ASC communi- easing the burdens of those who serve as councilmen
ty or district in this county and and mayor.
all other counties in the state on
During the past summer a petition in favor of placing
November 8, with voting from
the
proposal on the November ballot was circulated,
10 a. m. to 6 p. in., local time,
according to Mr. Roy Bard, signed and delivered in due form to County officials,
Chairman Of the Fulton County who thereupon placed the proposal on the ballot.
ASC Committee.
Three weeks ago THE NEWS ran a page-one informaThose who will be eligible to
story on the forthcoming ballot, and things began
tion
vote in these community elections
will be any person who is of legal shaping up. A core of opposition to the plan developed,
voting age and who has an inter- and the adherents of the City manager plan went to
est in a farm as owner, tenant,
Industrial Men
sharecropper, and any person not work in earnest, and for the past ten days before the
of legal voting age who is in full election the topic was discussed publicly and privately
To Come Here To
charge of the supervision and all over town.
Review Situation
conduct of the farming operation
Civic, business and industrial
The proponents felt that a City manager would proof an entire farm, if such a perleaders will gather next Wednesa businesslike-approach to improving Fulton as a
vide
the
of
son participates in any
day at Smith's Cafe to meet with
many phases of the ASC agricul- community; the opponents centered their attack on
the State's' foremost industrial
tural program.
development leaders. Coming to
higher costs of administration, mainly in the manager's
Mr. Bard stated persons who
Fulton for a noon meeting to disin doubt as to whether or salary. The whole campaign climaxed last weekend in
are
cuss local industrial prospects are:
Continued on Page Five
a barrage of advertising, leaflets, cards and phone calls.
J. C. Zimmerman of the KentucBut with it all, a small turnout of voters decided the
ky Chamber of Commerce, Bruce
Kennedy of the State Industrial
issue by a margin of 106 votes.
Development Board and Don BucUnder the city manager form
• • • •

Typical GI Fare Industrial Talk
To Be Served To Will Feature Meet
Local Veterans Of Local Leaders
Legion To Dish
Up Boum Ham
On Veterans Day

A big meal reminiscent of the
good old service days is in the
offing for all veterans in Fulton
who are cordially invited to the
American Legion Club rooms on
Veterans Day on Monday, November 11.
Post Commander Fred Homra
of the Marshal Alexander Legion
post in Fulton said that those old
familiar white beans and ham
hock will be dished up in style
for all veterans attending the
•
•
•
All Legionalres are asked to be
at the First Christian Church on
Sunday, November 10 at 10:45
a. is. for the annual worship earvise dedicated to meal who served
In the armed earldom.
•
•
•
4
luncheon on next Monde y.
NANCY as she laidtail
issa fThere'll be barbecue, too) The
ssimser dein (tally 416111;
meal will be served beginning at
programs ever wrtn. is Pallas. 11:05 a. in.
•
•
•
Commander Homra said that
by CBS radio, and the last hour the event is being held to acquaint
Is also totems( and carried in its all veterans in this area with the
entirety by most CBS-TV stations work being done by the local post
in this area. In the afternoon of as well as posts all over the Naeach day selected numbers from tion.
the morning program are reAnd among other events planbroadcast on a special hour pro- ned for the day is an appropriate
gram, over CBS radio.
program to be held at the South
The combination TV and radio Fulton school at 12:45 p. m. on
show can be seen and heard Mon- Monday when Colonel Paul Durday through Thursday mornings. bin will be the principal speakOn Friday the RI-hour show will er.
not be televised, but will be
During the day flag ceremonies
broadcast by CBS radio stations. will be held and Commander
The Sunday trip will be Nancy's Homra is asking all local busithird to New York 'to appear on ness firms to display the flag
the Godfrey calendar. Previous
trips have accounted for 14 TV
shows and 18 radio shows with Fulton Band Will
Godfrey, who often plays duets Play Al Murray
Bands from Fulton High school
with Nancy on the ukelele.
and Clinton High school will
participate in homecoming activities at Murray State College Saturday, including a parade at 9:30
that morning.
An apple sale was held Friday
Miss Corinne Burch, Paducah
November 1, at the Fulton and senior, will be crowned homeSouth Fulton football game by coming Queen at 1:00 p. in. prethe Jaycees All apples were sold ceding the MSC-Middle Tennesat half time and • nice profit see State College game. There
was made. The profit will be us- will be a barbecue for alumni afed toward giving Christmas bas- ter the game.
kets for the needy
The Jascees wish to thank all
REVIVAL IN PROGRESS
persons buying apples and want
will
money
the
that
A revival conducted by evangeall to know
be spent wisely for the benefit of list Homer Martinez is in prothe community.
gress this week at the First BapAnother sale will be held at a tist Church in Fulton. In addilater date, please keep this tn tion to evening services this week,
mind and buy your Christmas morning services are being held
apples from the Jaycees.
at 7:15 a. m.

Apples Co Fast;
Jaycees Pleased

FOOTBALL BANQUET

CLEMENT WILL ATTEND

A banquet honoring the football teams of Fulton and South
Fulton is being planned by the
Fulton Rotary Club for November 19th. The seasoe-end banquet
is an annual 'affair with Rotarians.

Frank
Governor
Tennessee
Clement will be on hand Sunday
at Martin, Tenn., to participate
in the festivities honoring Dr.
Robert W. Brandon, loyal doctor
being honored for 50 years' service to the area in medicine.

Bulldogs Defeat Red Devils; First
Undefeated Season In Local Books
The Fulton Bulldogs presented
their school with its first undefeated football season in history
here last Friday night, storming
their way through • stubborn
South Fulton defense to ring up
a final wore of 18-0 and a record
of nine wins against no losses or
ties.
Despite the fact that the FHS
gridders had been faring much
better than South Fulton against
the same teams all season, last
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Friday's game was no walk-away
affair. The stubborn Red Devils
defense held the Bulldogs time
after time, and by half-time the
Dogs were nursing a slim 8-0
lead.
Harold Frazier, Bulldog back
and leading scorer in the entire
WKC, wrapped up the game in
the third quarter on two long
touchdown runs.
The game was the final for
both teams for the 1957 season.

hanan Of the Kentucky Utilities
Company.
Randall Burcham, chairman of
the industrial committee of the
Fulton and South Fulton Chamber of Commerce said today that
the meeting will be conducted
in a workmanlike manner and
Fulton's good and even its bad
points for industrial development
will be studied caretAilly.

Parents, Teachers Vie
In Basketball Friday
On Friday evening, November
8, a double-feature basketball
game in the South Fulton gym
will feature the school faculty
members versus parents.
First game, beginning at 7:30
p. m. will put the ladies of the
faculty against the mothers, and
the final game, will be a "battle"
of the fathers against the male
faculty members.
The PTA will serve sandwiches,
homemade pie, coffee, cold drinks
and candy before the game.

State Farm Bureau
Convenes Nov. 10

Mrs. Jean Moon's
Death Saddens All
Of Fulton Friends
Beloved Lady Was
Former President
Of Woman's Club

Mary Neile Wright
All of Fulton is saddened today
by the death of March Parr
Moon, 45, wife of Jean W. Moon
of Fort Smith, Ark. and formerly
of Fulton, who died after a
week's illness of Asiatic flu in a
Fort Smith Hospital early Wednesday morning. She is survived
by her husband, her son, Jimmy,
two brothers, Aubrey Page of
Barlow, Ky., Paul Page of Baltimore, Md., and two sisters, Mrs.
Allen Rhodes of Henderson, Ky.
and Mrs. Morris Thomas of Lexington, Ky. Marcia was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Page of Barlow. She is
the daughter-in-law of Mr. and
Mrs. Birch Moon.
It is hard to intrude one's own
interpretation of the life of a person such as Marcia Moon who was
loved by all who knew her. The
town of Fulton was enriched
when, as a young couple, Jean
and Marica came here to make
their home. Both had attended
Murray State College and were
married on June 16, 1933. They
lived in Fulton for seven years,
and during this time their happiness was made complete when
their fine son, Jimmy, was born
in 1937.
Marcia was a devout member
of the First Methodist Church and
gave unsparingly of her time and
her talents to her church. Sunday school and the Woman's
Society of Christian Service.
Marcia was essentially a lover
of art, of literature, of music and
devoted many hours to the Fulton's Woman's Club where she
served in the capacity of presiContinued on Page Ten

More than 1,500 farm people
and their guests are expected in
Louisville on November 10, when
the 38th. annual convention of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation gets underway.
Two prominent United States
Senators will be heard on Tuesday morning of the 3-day convention. Senator Albert Gore, (D.
Tennessee), will speak on "The
Farmer And His Neighbors," followed by an address by Senator
George D. Aiken, (R. Vermont).
Both have been prominent in
farm legislation.
An added feature of this year's
convention will be a special
dramatic service designed to
honor pioneer leaders of Farm
Bureau from all counties in the
state. This special program will
be staged on Tuesday evening,
November 12
Those from Fulton County who
plan on attending are Henry Maddox, Lucian Isbell, Frances Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. WilliamFulton county, in the far west
son, Mrs. Rayford Duke, Robert end of Kentucky, will be host
Thompson, Charles Allen Everett Nov. 15-16 to the Midwestern Nut
and Mrs. C. N. Holland.
Conference, says W. D. ArmExperiment
strong, Princeton
CROWD VISITS PLANT
Substation horticultrist.
Over 3,000 visitors thronged the
The two-day session at Hicknew Reelfoot Packing Company man includes discussions on nut
plant in Union City last Sunday production, a show, roundtables,
during an "open house" tour of and a visit to a cracking plant.
inspection.
Emphasis will be placed on
The plant, now completed, has Northern pecan varieties and the
an annual capacity of 250,000 hogs black walnut varieties adapted to
and 65,000 head of cattle. The the lower Ohio River Valley and
company employs some 230 men Mississippi River Valley territory,
and women.
Armstrong said. State and agency
workers, producers and procesATTEND CONVENTION
sors will attend the two-day
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Rudolph of meeting.
The nut show will feature
Fulton will leave this weekend
for Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, where seedling pecan classes and Norththey will attend the convention ern variety classes, a black walof the American Dental Associa- nut seedling class and black waltion.
nut varieties.

Nut Conference
Set For Hickman

CITY MANAGER VOTING
FOR Against
55
lee
City Hall No. I
Ky. Hdwe No. 3
le
165
Overby Gar. No. 3
54
75
Leg Cabin No. 4
350
TOTALS
Constable (District 1)
H. W. Walker
Law*
-.A4Ismodleiairt No. I
(Constitutional changes)
YES
NO
Amendment No.
(School Superintendent)
YES
NO

344
610
33
373
302
300
381

of government, which will take
effect here in four years, four
commissioners will be elected by
the community, as well as a
mayor and then go out and hire
a city manager to run the dayby-day affairs of Fulton, while
they will meet monthly (same as
the present setup) and operate
much as a Board of Directors of
the Corporation
But all of that will not transpire
forinfthoure years.
meantime, a newly-elected Mayor and six councihnen
have also been voted into office
without opposition in the general
election last Tuesday, to function
Ctettinaed on Pape Ten

Goodwin, Byars Win
Prizes Al Dance

Jaycees Sponsoring
Turkey Shoots

The Street Dance held October
31, was a big success for everyone concerned. The crowd was
estimated to be about threehundred.
First prize for the best costume
was Bobby Joe Goodwin dressed
as a Halloween Witch riding a
broom. Second prize went to Ruth
Byars who was (tressed as an old
lady. The dress she was wearing
was said to be 137 years old.
Elmer Mansfield was the winner of the Browning Automatic
shotgun.
The Jaycees were highly commended by the police dept. for
having such an orderly dance.
The Jaycees would like to express their appreciation to the city
and city officials for the cooperation. received.

Sunday, November 3, the Jaycees sponsored the first in a series
of turkey shoots. There will be
one conducted each Sunday
through the month of November.
The Jaycees were very pleased
with the turn out and ten turkeys
were given away. Turkeys were
won by the following sports men,'
Billy Gilbert, John R. Lawson,
Monroe Wilkerson, J. D. King,
Bobby Copeland, Billy, Copeland,
Roy Fields, Billy Homra and R.
Hesley was the lucky winner of
two.
The Jaycees expect an even
larger turn out next Sunday.
And will try to have enough turkeys to go around.

ON TV THURSDAY
The Sunbeam class of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church will
be on Cousin Tunnie's television
show Thursday afternoon at Jackson, Tenn. The teachers, Mrs.
Harry McKinney and Mrs. Robert
Oliver will carry them to Jackson

Service-men's Rep
Coming November 15
B. D. Nisbet, a contact representative of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board,
will be in Fulton at the Legion
Home Friday, November 15, from
9:00 a. m. until 3:00 p. in.
His visit is to assist veterans
and their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a result
of their military service.

$78.411 FOR UNICEF

RETURNS FROM HOSPITAL

or
young "Trick
Fulton's
Treat"-ers last halloween night
collected $78.40 in small change
for the UNICEF fund, which provides milk, food and drugs for
underprivileged children overseas.

Mrs. Billy Slayden returned
home last Friday, November I,
from the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis where she underwent
a major operation last week. She
is reported doing fine at her home
on the Hickman Highway,

Buy A Bag Of Bulbs And
...
Bide The Bands To Blow.
Band members of Fulton and
South Fulton are earning money
for their respective band funds by
selling electric light bulbs in
special 6-unit packages, and the
drive will continue through November.
Profits from the sales of the
bulbs are going to purchase needed musical equipment, announced
Arthur Roman, band director of

the schools.
On Saturday, November 9, a
door-to-door sales campaign will
be undertaken by band members
in South Fulton, and the following Saturday a similar drive will
be undertaken by FIIS band
members on the Kentucky aide.
The 6-blub package sells for
$1.17, a savings of 27c under the
regular price of $1.42. .

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Hunters: "Ask" Before You "Enter"!
so when he hears shots being fired
"out in the woods" he will know who
is out there; if you accidentally shoot
one of his animals in pasture he will
know that you will tell him; if anything else happens he will still rest
easy, because he will know that you
will do the right thing. Entering without permission is "trespassing", no
matter how politely the word is uttered.
The law is all on the side of the
landowner. If his property is fenced,
you are automatically liable to some
pretty heavy penalties once you trespass without permission; if his property is not fenced but it is still "posted' you are liable to about the same
penalties, and the landowner doesn't
even have to institute proceedings
against you . . . they are "automatic"
with the county attorney.
No one warts to see hunting reduced to such a level, but the burden of
maintaining pleasant relationships
rests squarely on the shoulders of you
sportsmen.

There's no doubt about the fact
Fulton and adjoining counties are a
paradise for sportsmen. This area
contains some of the hest inland hunting and fishing in the nation.
The only question is . . . how sportsmanlike are the sportsmen?
It would seem obvious that everytime You go hunting or fishing on
someone's property other than your
own, you must first ask permission
to do so.
You wouldn't borrow a friend's car
without permission, would you. Of
course not; even though permission
might almost automatically be granted, you'd first ask him, so he will
know who has it, who is assuming
responsibility for it, and where it is.
Borrowing without permission is
"theft", no matter how softly anyone
says the word.
Now a man owning land out in the
countryside is entitled to the same
courtesy, for the same reasons. Even
though you are pretty sure you are
welcome, it first behooves you to ask,

If Your Home Burned
tens of millions of homeowners are
underinsured.
The same thing is true, and in
many cases to an even greater degree, of the contents of our homes.
We buy all manner of things over the
years, and we just don't realize how
much the total work comes to. Then,
on top of that, inflation has driven up
the replacement cost of all commodities, just as it has driven up construction and repair costs.
This year fire loses will hit an alltime high, and may reach or pass. $1
billion. Your home and everything in
it could help make up that grim statistic. Carefully inventory your possessions, then make sure your fire
policies really meet your needs.

What would you do if your house
burned down? There's a superficially
easy answer to that question—you'd
rebuild it with the insurance money.
However, unless you're one of a
comparatively small minority of
people, you'd be shocked to learn just
how inadequate your fire insurance
coverage is.
The main reason that is true is explained by one little word—inflation.
Sylvia Porter tells the story in one
of her recent syndicated columns. A
house that cost $8,000 in 1937 would
cost $21,600 to replace today. A house
that cost $12,000 as late as 1946 carries an $18,300 price tag now. So it
goes. Theres no doubt that the overwhelming percentage of America's

SERMONETTE OF THE WERK

Can Suicide Be Noble?

g

By Rev. Louis G. Miller,
Asst. Editor of The Liguorian
A RECENT book appearing on the
newsstands and in the bookstores sets
out to make a hero out of a man who
deliberately cut his wrists and drained off his life blood. The book is written by the man's widow who calmly
confesses to having aided and abetted her husband in his act of selfdestruction.
Cold bloodedly the author, Lael
Wertenbaker, describes the suicide of
her spouse. It was all carefully planned ahead of time. Mr. Wertenbaker
was the victim of an incurable cancer,
and the disease brought progressively more frequent and more severe
bouts with pain.
HUSBAND and wife talked things
over quite candidly and agreed that
the only sensible thing to do was for
Mr. Wertenbaker to ease himself as
gently as possible out of this life.
The time and circumstances were
set. The scene that follows is described so realistically as to curdle the
blood.
MRS. WERTENBAKER stood by
(as it were, rendering moral support)
while her husband gashed his wrists
with a sharp razor. She provided
basins to catch the blood so that the
bedclothing would not be stained.
When the end finally came, she arranged the lifeless body in bed with
the reflection: "Tomorrow will be

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Fulton, Kentucky
Post Office Box 485
Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Froton county Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates- $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Rickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Metered as second class matter June 28, 1933
the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
Si. Vaned states postal act of March_ 1879.
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soon enough to tell the children."
What is a Christian to make of all
this?
FIRST OF ALL, it should be pointed out that only God can judge and
only God can condemn. Only God
knows the strains and tensions under
which people may act, and which may
at times, unbalance their minds.
But, secondly, such a happening
must bring forcibly to the mind of a
Christian the fact that suicide is one
of the greatest crimes a man can commit against his Creator, Who alone
is Lord of life and death.
CERTAINLY an event of this kind
dramatically points up the two contrary attitudes toward life—the pagan and the Christian. Suicide is the
pagan's answer to suffering. The
Christian accepts suffering as coming
from God, and he prays, not so much
that this cross be removed, but that
he will have the strength to bear it.
If there is no God, then suicide is
logical. But if there is a God, then
man must trust Him even in suffering and trial. There is no other choice,
and there is no compromise possible
between these two attitudes.
, ME CHRISTIAN must pity the
pagan, but if he is a true Christian
he must regard the pagan as blindly,
terrifyingly in the wrong.
MARRIAGE
Pure humanity, friendship, home,
the interchange of love, brings to
earth a foretaste of heaven.

"For barree, sake burry up and find his letter opener
or be'U sulk all day!"

ism FROM THE FILES:—
1M

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —

November 12, 037
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy of
near Fulton announce the birth
of a son born Sunday morning,
November 7, at their home.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Burgess announce the birth of a daughter,
Beverly Ann, born Sunday morning, November 7, at the Fulton
Hospital.
Mrs. Ronald Felkner will leave
Fulton Saturday for her home in
Dodge City, Kansas after spending two weeks here with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd
and family at their home on the
Mayfield Highway.
Miss Elva Davis was honored
with another pre-nuptial party
Friday night when Miss Betty
Koehn was hostess to a well planned bridge party at her home on
Edding Street.
Twenty friends of the honoree
were present who enjoyed games
of progressive contract at five
tables attractively arranged. The
home was beautifully decorated
with lovely yellow chrysanthemurns.
The hostess served a delectable
salad plate. The only out-of-town
guests were Mrs. Robert Sanger
of Hickman. Ky. and Mrs. E. E.
Rederson of Chicago, Ill.
A wedding of much interest to
their friends was that of Miss
Pearl George. of Union City to
Lester Holt of Mayfield, which
was solemnized Sunday morning
in Fulton by Esq. S. A. McDade
at his home on East State Line.

Kentucky

Now that "Mutt-nik" (Sputnik
No. 2, with dog) is in the firmament, a movement has been started by the humane society to raise
a strong protest with the Russians for treating a dog in such
a fashion.
Now isn't that a good study of
human nature.
No one would have said a word
if they had fired up a Russian
instead.
Down in Texas this week another unidentified "flying object" has
been causing a lot of wonderment
and concern, and has been
promptly dubbed "Whatnik".
So now we have the making'
of a good vaudeville team: The
"Nik" brothers . . . Spot, Mutt
and What. Good opportunity for
someone, if they hurry.

—Thomas Wolfe

W..11. such an article as that

—C. U. Wells

Mrs. Ward Bushart delightfully
entertained her bridge club
Thursday night at her home on
Third Street. Three tables of
players were present which included club members and several
guests.
At the conclusion of the contract games high score for the
club members was held by Mrs.
William Blackstone. Mrs. Ward
McClellan held the visitors' high
score and Mrs. Vernon Owen cut
consolation. Lovely prizes were
presented each. The hostess -served a party plate.
Entertaining her weekly bridge
club and a number of visitors,
Mrs. Leslie Weeks was hostess to
a well planned party Thursday
at her home on third street.
Four tables "of guests were present including the following visitors Mesdames Ward Bushart,
Lynn Phipps, Harry Bushart.
Misses Florence Martin Bradford
and Elva Davis.
At the end of the games Miss
Mary Swan Bushart received the
prize for high score among the
members and Mrs Phipps received the visitors high score prize.
Late in the evening a salad
plate was served.

P. W.

There is no spectacle on earth more
appealing than that of a beautiful woman in the act of cooking dinner for
someone she loves.

In marriage the "better half" is
usually the half who can control his
or her temper, or continue patience,
understanding or love a few seconds
longer, and with better grace, than
the other half.

The bride wore a navy blue
dress with matching accessories.
Mrs. Frankie Clark was the only attendant at the wedding.
Following the ceremony the
couple returned to UMon City
for a short visit in the home of
Mrs. Lovie Walker and other friends. They will make their home
in Mayfield where the groom is
imployed as a contractor.

Windage

Last week the Weakley County
Press at Martin carried a justlycomplimentary article about Hubert Legg, Martin's "tron Man"
of business, who has not missed
a day—a day, I said— a single
day, I repeat—from his barber
shop in Martin since 1918.
Hubert Legg works 7 days a
Week at the trade, coming in
daily from 6 or 6:30 a. to. and
staying until 7:30 or 8:00 at night.
On Sundays he takes off at noon
after getting his customers ready
for Sunday school.
The article went on to say that
Hubert began his amazing record
after recuperating from the flu,
contracted during the epidemic
in 1918.

—Mary Baker Eddy

n
by McF•attsvi

caused us to make a little local
trip . . tp see a Fulton barber,
also named Legg.
A little legg work, as it were.
D. D. (Darrell Dane) and Hubert are brothers, I found out. I
also found out that it was brother
D. D. who "filled in" for Hubert
during the '18 flu epidemic. Maybe D. D. has some kind of a record, too, I says to myself, so I
asked him.
"I think he's nuts", promptly
replied brother D. D..."Anybody
needs to take off to go fishin'
once in a while, he said with a
ring Of disgust in his voice,
nevertheless admitting that brother Hubert's barbering record was
one t
. marvel at.
D. D. will be 69 next February
8th; his brother Hubert will be
67 on February 22. Hubert began
barbering in Martin in 1908 and
has been at it for 49 years; D. D.
opened his shop in Fulton December 1, 1919 and for 38 years handled the "first chair" in his shop
on Main Street.
If D. D. has slipped away from
work to indulge often in his favorite pastime, fishing, he has not
been without recognition. In addition to being known as an expert fisherman, he has also been
accused as a first-class spinner of
"tall tales" involving his ability
in the sport.
FIRST CHRISTIANS
The term "Christian" was first
applied to the followers of Jesus
Antakyai ,
in
Antioch
Christ
Turkey, scene of St. Paul's first
ministry.

•DUKEDOM
Joyce Taylor •

preaching Sunday on account of
illness.
Joyce Taylor visited Pat anti
Mrs. James B. Ellegood Sunday
night in the home of his parent's
near Arlington. James B. Left
Monday for a camp in New Jersey and will sail for Germany
in a few days.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr
and Mrs. Bill Matthew and Lar,
ry were Bro. and Mrh. Kaye
and Carolyn, Mr. and Mrs. Luble
Breedlove and Larry, Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Hicks, LaDonna and
Tim, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr.
and Mrs. A. A. McGuire, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Can and Randall,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Joyce and Norma Jean Carr.

We had several days of winter
weather last week, big white frost
and plenty of ice three or four
mornings.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
visited the James Ellegoods of
near Arlington Saturday.
Mrs. B. G. Lowry is getting along nicely in the Hillview hospital and hopes to be home soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
and Sue of Lone Oak were Saturday night and Sunday guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pug
Puckett.
Mrs. Maude Jones was hostess
at a birthday supper Saturday
VALUABLZ FINDS
night given in honor of several
friends and neighbors whose
Antarctic experts believe there
birthdays were close together.
valuable mineral deposits in
are
Joyce
and
Taylor
Mrs. Cassie
Traces
far-south continent
the
is
who
Francis
visited Mrs. Ted
of gold, copper, le.4. chromium,
ill, Thursday afternoon.
molybdenum, antimony. zinc, and
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore were
tin have been found, says the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul National Geographic Marianne,
Cathey Tuesday night of last but none in exploitable quanUty
week.
or quality.
Mr. and Mrs. L A. Rowland
of Lynn Grove, Mr. W. L. RowCLIANUP SQUAD
land and Allie called on Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Rowland and son of Some Indian tribesmen believe
LaCenter Sunday p. m.
old elephants never die, because
Everett Carr and Mrs. Esta elephant carcasses are so rarely
Moore have had the flu and neith- seen, the NaUtinal Geographic
er are able to go back to work. Magazine says Actually, animal
Others that are sick are: Mr. and remains of any kind are seldom
Mrs. 011w Yates, Mesdames Lucy found in' Indian forests, thanks
and Helen Yates and Martha May- to clean-up squads of ants, vultures. jackets, and hyena& aided
nard.
The former Addie Beth Hol- by torrential monsoon rains and
land, now Mrs. Thomas Johnson occasional forest fires.
of Memphis filled the pulpit at
Bethlehem Sunday. We all enBattaries
joyed seeing and hearing her a- /rlearinq Aid
gain, as it had been quite awhile
Lim
complete
since she was in our midst.
F.' ail makes of heartag aWlal
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates visit- s'isit INil Hearing Aid Depart
ed in the Zel Singleton home meet as your first eppertiaalty.
Sunday.
CITY DRUG CO.
Mrs. Belle McNatt spent SatPbeett 70
urday with Mrs. Mae Taylor.
ma Lake Street
Mrs. Rose Brann wasn't at
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FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you us*
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass's
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

I Was Marked With The
SIGN OF THE CROSS"
'I knelt with Others in a half-circle
about the altar.
"My hands were anointed with
holy oil by the Bishop and wrapped
carefuly in new linen.
-The ancient prayers of the
Church were being recited over
me. The hands of the Bishop were
laid upon me just as the hands of
St. Peter and Sc. James and St. Paul
were laid upon the young disciples
they sent forth to labor, to teach,
and to die.
-The chalice with wine and
water and a small dish holding the
unconsecrated bread were entrusted to me. The priestly vestments
were placed upon my shoulders.
"I was being consecrated a God
and to the service of souls. I was
being marked with the Sign of the
Cross.
"I was receiving the Sacrament
ef the Catholic priesthood, usually
referred to as Holy Orders.., instituted by Christ, conferred by the
Apostles, and continuing in unbroken succession nearly 2,000
years since the time of Our Lord."
Some may wolf at the solemn
ceremonies that attend the Ordimotion of a Catholiss priest, and
question the good WOW Of a man
who surrenders many of life's material pleasures foe such a calling.
Others may doubt that the Catholic
priest possesses any Christ-given
office or powers which other men
do not possess.
Perhaps you have heard someone
challenge the authority of the
priest so forgive sins, and his
power to consecrate the Body and
Mood of Christ in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. You may have
been told that you can deal directly
with Godsend don't need a priest
or any oediatos other than Jesus
(Inst.
SUPREME

IfinIGHTS OF
RELIGIOUS
4411

LiNbillt

'.4tOkatf
1141!s..

‘
s

Ii is a fact thaternany do hold
these beliefs. But can you be sure,
deep down in your heart, that they
are right?
Holy Scripture tells us plainly
that Quist did establish a priesthood to represent Him.., that He
did command His Apostles to "go
forth and teach all nations"... that
He did say: "Whose sins you shall
forgive they are forgiven them"
... that at the Last Supper He set
the example for an unbinody sacrifice, and said: -Do this in remembrance of Me."
God is, certainly, the ultimate
source of everything. But He works
through many "deputies" He uses
the farmer to supply us with food
... our parents, teachers, and scholars to educate us... physicians in
treat our physical ills. Even in the
creation of our life itself, He manifests His power through out parents. And in matters concerning
the salvation of oar souls, He teLls
us: "Hear the Church.'
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A highly interesting
and enlightening
pamphlet which captains the significance of the Sacrament
received by all Catholic priests es-

plaining the priests' ideals, powers,
responsibilities...and givisig a glimpse
into the life of in average Cada:4a
priest. For your free oopy, write 004111.
Ask for Pamphle No. CC-37.
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Legion Auxiliary Here Joins Parent Group In
Seeking Greater Benefits For Veterans
Oreater protection for Amertca's war veterans in their old
age will be sought by the American Legion Auxiliary during the
coming year. according to Mrs.
Johnaon R111. Fte ha bill cation
Chairman of Fulton Auxiliary
Unit The Auxiliary will support
The American Legion in Its demand for liberalization of nonservice connected disability pensions for aged veterans, she said;
The American Legion Is asking
that a veteran be deemed per-

Gospel Meet Continues Cayce Homemakers
At Church of Christ
Plan Club Auction

The Cayce Homemakers Club
The Gospel Meeting at the Cenmomently and totally disabled for
tral Church of Christ, 2nd and met recently at the Mt. Zion
peruslon purpose upon reaching
Carr, Fulton, Kentucky began Methodist Church. Six members
the age of 65 and, if without
last Sunday and it will continue answered roll call with favorite
sufficient Income, be granted a
through next Sunday, November apple recipes.
pension at that age. This would
Mrs. Johnny Wilson gave the
Mrs.
pension,
10th with services each evening
general
not be a
devotional
and read the thought
go
at 7:30 p. in.
F.111, explained, as It would
for Inc month on "The Church".
only to those veteriuu needing
On Thursday Mr. R. R. Wooten Goals for the year in
Publicity
protection Iran the hardships of
from Union City will speak on the and Citizenship were
MO AM PRYOR
given by
poverty-stricken
Christ."
old age. It
a
Csaird Wheel subject, "The Magnetic
aggsdaesed /gm%
Miss Alice Sowell.
would apply to veterans of the
On Friday, Mr. Randell JerniAfter the pqi luck dinner Mrs.
Korean
Fall is a most beautiful season, gan from Union City will speak
Wm World Wars and the
W. B. Sowell gave the lesson on
In fact I think the colorful and on the subject, "What it means Nutrition
oonflict. and Health.
The American Legion and Aux- restful effect makes it the best to believe on the Lord.""
Plans were made for the club
season of all, that is until springOn Saturday Mr. Newman Leo- auction sale to be held at the
time. The horror of fall is that nard from Bardwell, Kentucky next
meeting in the home of Miss
FIRE can change a golden coun- will speak on the subject, "Hun- Alice Sowell,
November 21st at
tryside to charcoal gray with very gering and Thirsting after Right- 10:30
a. m. Each member will
little effort on our part. True eousness."
bring home made or home cookenough, fire is difficult to prevent
ed items to be auctioned off. The
Mr.
Sunday,
Oliver
CunOn
in some cases, but on the other
will speak on lesson for November will be
hand, they are even more of a ningham of Fulton
Birth Ex- "Christmas Decorations and Cansubject,
New
"The
the
problem to extinguish. Lets think
plained in the Great Commis- dle Making." All members are
of a few simple rules of on-thesion" at 9:00 p. in. and 10:50 a. urged to be present and visitors
farm protective measures.
m. These are two iduntical wor- are welcomed.
First, a fire lane is a must ship services. The sermon subaround the woodslot. It doesn't ject at 7 p. m. will be, "Sin and
UPSIDE DOWN MEAL
take long with a tractor to make its Consequences."
Flamingos feed with their heads
a few rounds with a plow or disk.
You are urged to be present
This will assure your wooded area
from most ground fires. If you for each service.
have sod fields near a road, it
would be well to make a fire lane
OQ TO CHURCH SUNDA!
around the ficld, especially along
All types of insurance
the road. What little time is spent
building fire lanes and the loss
SAVE ! GET our
of sod you will destroy will not
DUTCH MILL
compare with the less encounterPACK AGE DEAL
\L i % tii
ed if the field burns over. It is a
is%
"Covering everything"
--III' I I%
good idea to make a fire lane
1!,,I NI) Ulf
I Iiih
around old buildings used as hay
422 Lake St.
rlcr
nr, I hr I
or grain storage.
t- set %
I
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 4911
At this time of year there are
• - • Ilwney
Brand •
r
thousands of jobs around the farm
to be done before winter sets in.
You will say, "I will get to that
next week." When next week arrives you could say, "I wish I had
done that last week."
NEVER BURN A FIELD to get
rid of weeds. You will destroy
valuable organic matter and kill
few weeds. This organic matter
cannot be purchased in a bag of
10-10-10. The ashes remain, your
organic substances went up in
4511 IT PST Of 11110AOw•v
400 from twos. Ir.* nydoo
smoke. Organic matter is natures
only method of rebuilding soil
TELEVISION
all-coNoitioNeo
and when we work against naJU-2.4200 Other
Harris Hotels
ture, we are fighting a losing
CINCINNATI, Metropol• groat:Iwo, Kemper Law*
battle. About the only thing you
fzfoortIve Offwes—
MIAMI 'EACH, Severely"
MOTH fitfTlf0POLL Ciecisooffl, 051,
kill in burning a field is your
DETROIT, Fore Wayn• Hong
ASSERT HARMS. Presider*
time.
avian H PIREDNAN,Masoefse Diresses COLLIPAEUS, 'road-Lincoln
If you just have to smoke around and in barns keep a bucket
of sand close by to stick your
smoke in. This will extinguish
the fire completely whereas by
grinding it out with your foot
could leave a spark that could
destroy 10 years of hard work.
It will not be long until tree
planting time. If you would like
a demonstration with our mechanical planter contact your County Agent, Farm Adviser, Conservationist or District Forester.
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upside down, the National Geo
graphic Magazine says. The tall
water birds with handsome pink

STARLITE DRIVE-IN

plumage thrust their long flerible necks far from their bodies,
then feed back toward 'their feet.

SAT-SUN., NOV. 11-10
(Starts at 6:05 and 8.40)

Their
mandibles
upper
curved
serve as scoops to take organic
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The name of the late Dr. Phi
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lander
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"father" of Tennessee's
Mats - supported
public

modern

NEW 'Sit FORD RANCNENSI

school
117atem, will live on in. the new
University of Tennessee College

Americas furt work-or-play track!

of Education building to be dedicated Nov. 15.
When the million-dollar building
Is officially presented to the University, it will be formally named
the "P. P.
Building."

Mary

also

urge

asia 1711

increase

of

the existing
pension
monthly
rates for veterans of these wars
from $6615. $7875 and $135.45
for different classes of disabled
to $75.00. $9000 and $150.00

Lowest priced,
'
Tin Cab line
Is America I

Shining, soot-free range surfaces—fresh-looking

NEW '511F0110 PICKUP ...
Modern Styleside body is as wide as
the cab and standard at no extra cost I

Ut

walls and curtains—gleaming pots and pans. All
signs of modern electric cooking. Buy an electric
• Meet America's newest, most
modern trucks—Ford for '58! Discover the new advances in this
pace-Betting line. See the many advantages that help you do your job
better and at lower coat!

range now for years of enjoyable clean cooking.
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Full HOUSEPOWER provides for the
convenient, economical us* of applionces you now own—and those you
will add In the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER is an investment in better
living. Call our office or ask your
electrical contractor about the Certified HOUSEPOWER plan.
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Education

Claxton
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'SS FORD MCA'S—

Then match your requirements
against Ford's over 300 models.
Whatever your need—from pickup
to heavy duty tandem —Ford's got
it! And you'll get a truck that coats
you lees to own, leas to run and
lasts longer, too.

NEW capacity! Extro•wide
Stylesid• pickup bodirsr hav•
23% more loodspoce than any
other competitive pickups . . .
bigrost loodspoc• per donor,.
NEW away Helot Scientific
Impac1.0-Graph ride tints have
proved amazing superiority of
Ford's suspensior over competitive
pickups . . a ride mighty close
to that of a carl
NEWewassterel Driverized Cabs
hove non-sag soot springing, suspended pedals and weather.
protected inboard steps.

NEW power! Powerful, more
rugged V.8 engin•sl And only
Ford offers Short Stroke economy
in both Six and V•111
NEW earfrayl "Safety Visiondual headlights . . . Lifeguard
steering wheel ... and doublegrip door locks ... standard or
oil Ford trucks I
NEW"Ana Of"08111VOISIII0C011
Ranchero offers all power assist.,
even power windows and air conditioning, factory-huh:OW, at
Ford's low prices.

So see your Ford Dealer today
and step ahead with America's most
modern truck—built modern to cost
you lees.

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
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Shirley Satterfield Adds Another Feather To
Her Musical Cap At Recent RECC Convention

Shirley Satterfield, 20 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Satterfield of Water Valley, won
much recognition in the annual
R. E. C .C. Convention held in
the Kentucky Hotel in Louisville.
By Mary Nene Wright
October 28and 29. She was interviewed on WHAS in Louisville
by Phyllis Kirk, popular radio
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
personality. Shirley was chosen
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
for the program because of her
outstanding record in the organization.
Collecting WORDS, PHRASES, SENTENCES and In 1959 she competed in the
R. E. C. C. Beauty Contest
PARAGRAPHS is a HOBBY that I have enjoyed state
at the fair grounds in Louisville,
before
you
told
probably
I've
think
I
through the years.
after being chosen "Miss Hick—that EVERY book in our library contains clippings man-Fulton Co. R. E. C. C.".
In 1955 she again went to the
of thoughts that I especially like. And I like nothing state
finals in Louisville after
better than to spend a rainy afternoon at home—all .t.y entering the local talent contest
books
through
with a vocal solo, accompanying
myself—just "puttering around" looking
herself with her accordian. This
and finding the GEMS that I have collected.
year she manages, trains, and
Certainly the GEM that I shall bus, taxi—in order to reach these plays the piano for an all-girls
Shirley Satterfield
But Mrs.
quote from today is a MUCH brothers and sisters.
quartette, the "Harmonettes,"
D
SEASONE
the
being
Elledge,
needed one for Your Diarist—as
who won the Kentucky State entertains in many programs and
is—never had
Talent Championship in Louisville contests with her accordian,
its subject is MEMORY. I have traveller that she
ut found interfound that trying to keep abreast a dull moment—b
last week. Shirley and the Har- piano, and vocal solos, although
ALL the
of ALL of YOUR DOIN'S takes esting fellow-travellers
monettes competed with talent she does not read music.
Upon graduation from high
who were winners from every coa well-trained memory — and way!
She returned home by-way-of operative in the state. represent- school in 1954 she attended Mursometimes I feel SO inadequate
she
ray State College where she
—because "memory constitutes Colorado, Springs where
ing 225,000 families.
ter, Amegranddaugh
her
visited
What,
"
experience.
of
In addition to the weekly radio majored in Home Ec. After sumthe WHOL.
and Lieut. L.
program on WNGO, Mayfield, mer school she was employed by
besides MEMORY do we have lia Parrish Vidrick
is stationed at with her quartette, Shirley has Associates Discount Corporation
to go on in making a decision? T. "Vidrick who
The Vidricks
also appeared on Jackson TV and in Clearwater, Florida until May,
Memory shapes our tastes in Camp Carson, Col.
for only a WPSD-TV in Paducah, and num- 1957. She is now employed at Colp
FOOD, in FRIENDS, in MUSIC: have been in Colorado
certainly NOT erous other radio stations. She Wholesale Co. in Fulton.
memory warns us and reassures short time—and
be acquainted
to
enough
long
it:
find
we
as
is
us. The present
many beautiful drives
see that section of the
the future must be taken on faith: with the
Springs—and had an interesting visitor in their just to
but feeling for the past is con- around Colorado
weekend, Martin country.
past
the
home
HARROWa
of
telli
Elledge
Mrs.
tained within our memories."
that she and Ame- J. Welsh of Fairbanks, Alaska.
But, you know, like the Cave ing experience
Margaret Ann (Mrs. Charles)
when they "took He and Harold are roommates at
day
one
had
lia
capis
memory
and little son, Chuck, of
of All Baba—our
Taylor
St.
in
University
n
Washingto
through the beautiful
able of revealing fabulous trea- a drive"
Louis, where Harold is an assoc- St. Louis and Tommy Brady of
e!
countrysid
the
sures within its depths. And
iate professor and Martin is a Na- Murray State spent the weekend
The "drive" resulted in their tional Science Fellowship repre- with their parents. Judy and
things I write about my MANY
friends are the treasures I find being on a MOUNTAIN SIDE sentative of the Territorial Posses- Frank Brady, at their home on
with NO place to turn around— sions.
Eddings Street.
in my MEMORY chest!
but
NO side rails — nothing
Jane Austin and her roommate,
matter
NICE
DOWN, DOWN, no
So many time I hear of
Shelia Fox, of Murray State ColElizabethof
Campbell
Paris
lege were weekend guests of
things that happen to my favorite WHICH direction they looked.
town, Ky. was a guest of his
people—and this week I want to However, after much AGONY, a
Jane's parents,. Marguerite and
last
Campbell,
Sam
mother, Mrs.
Wales Austin near Fulton. Shelia
tell you about a most wonderful nice couple of NATIVES came aweek.
is from Morton's Gap, Ky.
trip that a good friend of mine, long and directed them to a place
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Allen and
Mrs. J. W. Elledge, has just re- where they could turn around.
Huddleston
Arch
Bob White,
And THAT was the BEST news
Mrs. Hughie Williams of New
turned from.
returned
Orleans and Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Mrs. Elledge has the FORTUNE they could have had. They final- and Paul Boyd have
UL 10 day trip Porter of Lafayette. La. are visitto be one of a family of eleven ly were able to descend—and they from a WONDERF
Dakota, ing with their mother and grandbrothers and sisters—ALL living were certainly TWO happy ones! to White Lake, South
S. D. in mother, Mrs. H. P. Allen, Sr. in
—and she has just recently re- You see, the truth is—the SCEN- which is near Mitchell,
the state. Fulton.
turned from a visit with NINE ERY out there is SO breathtaking the western part of
a PLAIN
just
-WASN'T
miles
it
now,
into
for
drive
can
her
one
that
took
which
of them
three gentleBetty and Parks Weaks enjoyNINE states! Now, be advised before realizing exactly where he trip—because these
those lovely, ed a "short trip" down Nashville
that the state of Texas houses is. It was a real experience for men went to hunt
the two ladies, but we feel sure lovely birds — PHEASANTS! way last weekend. They were
ALL of these relatives.
methinks, when joined there by Betty's parents,
The trip was just a "dream that "grandmother" told "grand- What a shame,
SO beautiful— Mr. and Mrs. English Clark of
are
birds
from
those
away
as
"stay
Elledge
to
Mrs.
daughter"
for
true"
come
but they're also GOOD to eat as Atlanta, Georgia. They returned
she had planned this for many those mountains."
On Mrs. Elledge's return home well as being a CHALLENGE to to Fulton Sunday afternoon.
years. And we know what a
boys" had.NO
happy re-union it must have been she had a nice visit with her late hunters. But "our
one came
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
when she visited in each of the husband's nephew, the Rev. Paul trouble at all—every
which is had a nice trip recently when
LIMIT
the
with
Baphome
a
of
pastor
Glovis
who
Antonio,
Elledge,
San
in
nine homes
fifteen birds. And they had great they visited their "children". In
er, Gilner, Valley Mills, Bangs, tist church in Kansas City, Mo.
fun, too. Your Diarist thinks it Longview, Texas they were guests
Medina, Angleton, and Houston.
Margaret and Harold Norman would have been a REAL treat of their daughter, Edna Earle
She must have traveled by rail,
Broadrick, and husband, Carol.
And surely they were happy to
be with their grandson, Jimmie,
who "belongs" to the Broadricks.
They were fortunate to be in
Longview, which is near Tyler,
Texas where they attended the
Rose Festivsl which is an annual
event in Tyler.
On their return the Pewitts
visited their son, Dr. Mac Pewitt,
and his nice family in Alexandria, La. They were also guests
of Mrs. Pewitt'. sister, Mrs.
Charles Beadles, at her home in
Monroe, La.
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IN THE 1116/1 FORD CAR USE. no Tarim,IN
SWEEPING STYLING CHANGES ARE APTARENT
share with all we Fordo each dreamed(etylimg Amapa aa saw
Town Victoria(right)and Fadden@ Club Victoria(left)
grille, power Row hoed. dip alma red.
safety deal headlights, corrodon-proot smedised aluminumand design advances Isided• mow e
saw Cauls..
EmelneerIng
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iwla
safety
inverted V trunk lid aad
at Ford &alma.
Ford ear lime ail bees
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no
siespenelams.
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optional
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truneinissiou
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ships on Nevondaer 7.
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KING MOTOR CO.
100 West State Line, Fulton, Ky.
cordially invites you
to attend its

OPEN HOUSE
during the showing of, the

1958 PONTIAC
Saturday, November 9, 1957

REGISTER FOR A FREE
THANKSGIVING TURKEY!
Three turkeys will be given away Saturday:
5:30 p. m.
3:30 p. m.
10:00 a. m.
Red rosebuds for the ladies Balloons for the kiddies

Little Susan Henson who is
just TWO years old and the
daughter of Betty and Johnny
Henson, was the guest of honor
at a dinner on her birthday last
week given by her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Henson on
Fourth Street. ,
The table held as its centerpiece a BEAUTIFUL birthday
topped with TWO glowing
candles and the table held many
birthday gifts from the family.
After dinner Susan opened her
gifts and enjoyed her birthday
cake AND ice cream. Then her
dad made many pictures of her
which we know will be added to
her scrapbook. "Many more Happy Birthdays, little Susan!"
Jennie Fowkles was host to
members Of her Thursday afternoon bridge club last week at her
home on Central Avenue. Two
guests, Laverne Varden and Mary
Boyd were also included among
the players.
Members playing were Martha
Roberts, Gladys Simons, Nell
Graham, Judy Brady, Myrtle B.
McCollum and the hostess.
Mary Boyd was high scorer for
the afternoon and Judy Brady
won the bridge-bingo prize.
Annie Lee Mullinex entertained
her bridge club last Wednesday
at her home on Cleveland Avenue. Members playing were Nell
Graham, Lucy Daniel, Mary
Louise Warren, Ruth Calliham,
Lucille Luther, Martha Leneave
and the hostess.
Nelle Oraham won high score
prize which was a lovely piece
of costume jewelry and Martha
Leneave won the bridge-bingo
prize.
Annie Lee served a delicious
dessert plate to her guests
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A NEW AND EXPANDED LINE OP STATION WAGONS BY FORD, predator of the most popular
wagons, Is offered foe 1958. New to the line le the six-posoenger Feeder Ranch Wagon osbeve), owe of Yard's
wiz new models built on body shells entirely separate from the Ford paw...eget cars. ford spent $1116.01118,000 en
changes, including safety dual headlights, new jet Intake grille and massive bumper. sculptured metal treataseat
throughout the ear's exterior, and twin safety taillights as well as a completely new power trails bass eagles to
axle, all-new Cruise-0-11'de drive and optional Ford-Alre suemindoe. The 195S Fords will be displayed at all
Ford dealerships beginning November 7.
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The Younger Generation Holds The Spotlight Al Cayce Coronation Carnival Last Friday Nile The Fulton News Thursday, Noevmber 7, 1957 Page 5
40 Hours Devotion
Begins In Sacred Heart
Church Al Hickman

The Sacred Heart Parish of
Hickman, Kentucky will celebrate
Its annual Forty Hours Devotion
beginning on Sunday, Nov 10th
and continuing through Monday
and Tuesday, November llth
12th. The Rev. Alfred Rogers of
the Fathers of Mercy, Asst Pastor of the Church of St. Helen,
Olasgow, Ky., has been invited to
preach the sermons during the
evening devotions.
.$114,•
The Comii,,tioli Carnival held
at Cayce School Friday night,
October 25, proved a huge success with about 500 people attending and with proceeds
amounting to approximately $600.
The main attraction was the
crowning of the "Basketball
Queen" of Junior High. Patsy
Ann Bolton, 7th grade, won by
raising $103.25. In the elementary
grades, the third grade won with
$91.75, and Brenda Sams and Edward Dement were crowned King
ind Queen. The sixth grade ran
a close second with $90.03, sponsoring Betty Roberson and Monroe Bellew.
Many adults and children parti-

cipating in the Halloween Dress
Parade, provided much merriment
with their various costumes. Joe
Mac Williamson, 6th grader, won
the T. V. snack table donated
by Bill and Helen's Grocery,
Cayce, Mrs. Henry Smith won the
cake baked and donated by Mrs.
Edwin Mayfield. The door prize,
a set of dresser lamps, was given
by Flowers Grocery, Cayce, Ky.
and Batt's Grocery, Crutchfield,
Ky. contributed a gallon of paint.
Everyone reported a enjoyable
time visiting the "Country Store",
Novelty Shop, Fish Pond, "Madam Marie", playing Bingo and
eating hamburgers.

COUNTY ASC-(Continued trent Page One)
not they will be eligible to vote
in the coming community election should contact their community election board or the
county ASC office, prior to, the
date of election, if at all possible.
Mr. Bard stated that each voter

will cast one ballot for five persons, the person receiving the
most votes will be declared chairman of the community committee
and delegate to the county ASC
election, which will be held November 29. The person receiving
the second highest number of
votes will be elected vice chair-

KASNOWS

Miss Beverly Carol St. John Becomes Bride
Of Mr. John Will Dunn In Lovely Ceremony
Miss Beverly Carol St. John,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
St. John of Fulton, Route 2, became the bride of John Will
Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Dunn of Martin Sunday afThe following were patients in
ternoolageOct. 27, at 2:30, in a the local hospitals Wednesday
lovely wedding ceremony in the morning.
home of her sister and brotherin-law, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. John- Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Fred Evans, Cayce; Mrs.
son of Fulton, Route 5.
For the wedding the living M. B. Shaw .Hicitinan; Harry
room was made lovely with can- Whayne, and Mrs. Harry Whayne,
delabra holding lighted tapers Clinton; CarroLine Garrison,
and two large baskets of white Hickman; Mrs. Jim Holcomb,
gladioli and white mums. The Hickman; Mrs Randy Jones, Winwedding vows were said before go; Luther Pickens, Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Edd Watts,
an improvised altar.
Bro. Oliver Cunningham, Wingo; Marsh Dew, Sharon; Mr.
minister of the Church of Christ J. R. Nethery, Water Valley; Mrs.
of Fulton. officiated at the double- Hubert Carter, Mrs. R. V. Putring ceremony before a group of nam, Sr., C. W. Burrow, Augusta
Smith, Wanda Holland, B. B.
relatives and close friends.
Mrs. Phil Parker, pianist, pre- Stephenson, Mrs. Mabel Hunsented a program of nuptial over, Gus Bard, Mrs Mike Fry,
music She played "Always", arid Mrs. Shelton Hart, and Linda
during the ceremony, she softly Hatcock all of Fulton
played "Nglody of Love". The
Hillview Hospital:
traditional wedding marches were,
Arthur Harper. McConnell;
used.
Louise Stacey, Clinton; Walter
Miss St. John, given in mar- Lester, Clinton; Faydell Crocker,
riage by her father, was attrac- Jackson; Irene Blankenship, Shirtive in a white jersey frock, ley Cruce, Mrs. Russell Moore,
banded in white seed pearls, and Neil Clinard. Tommie Nell Gates,
with a chiffon drape Her bridal Bill Reece, Lucille Brame, Elizabouquet was of pink radiant rose beth Nelson, Phil Merryman,
buds, atop a white Bible. She Ruth Scott, Ruel Fulcher and Gerwore a single strand of pearls line Martin all of Fulton.
and pearl earrings, a gift of the
Jones Hospital:
gTOOTO.
Miss Carolyn Gill of Fulton
Gail Lynch. Wingo; John Reid,
was maid of honor.
Union City; Mrs. Charlie Lowe,
George Kennedy of Martin was Pierce; Mrs. Rufus Kimberlin,
best man. The acolytes were Martin; Mrs. Rice Spence, DresGregg St. John, brother of the den; Mrs. J. D. Morris, Hickman;
Mrs. Robert Cullum, Wingo;
bride, and Lanny McIntyre.
Immediately following the wed- Nancy Omar, Mrs. Leon Moore,
ding ceremony, a reception was Charles Parks, Mrs. George Griffith, Mrs. Jack Graves, Margaret
held in the dining room.
Those serving were Mrs. Ed- Gutherie, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
gar Bell, Mrs. Bill Traywick of Brockwell, Mrs. Auden Elliott
Trezevant, Mrs. William J. Camp- and baby and Mrs. Glynn Pucbell and Mrs. Clayburn Peeples. kett all of .Fulton.
Mrs. Dick McIntyre was at the
register and Mrs. Raymond FortMr. and Mrs. H. L. Hardy have
ner, aunt of the bride, was at returned from a trip to Dallas,
the door.
Texas where they were guests of
Following the reception, the their daughter, Virginia Ann, and
young couple left on a wedding hubby, W. L. Young,. Jr., and
trip to the Smoky Mountains. their two grandsons, Inirdy and
Upon their return they will make Billy. They were away for three
their home in Martin.
weeks.
-

Bell time 8:15 p. m.

Sponsor: Booster Club

THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS

LADIES
ORLON CARDIGAN

Our entire stock of new Winter
Coats are reduced this month to
tion of sizes. colors and styles.

Sale Price
$27.00
$24.00
$20.00

Reg.
$34.95
$29.95
$24.95 & $22.95

$4.00 VALUES

WHITE
PINK
BLACK
RED
TURQUOISE
SIZES 34-40

save you money. Still a good selec-

2"

New Roll-Up Sleeve
BLOUSES
$3.00 VALUES

198

CAR COATS REDUCED 11,3
CHILDREN COATS OFF 11,3
LADIES DRESSES

SKIRTS
Wool and Part'Wool
$4.00 VALUES

298

$5.98 Fall Cottons and Rayons
MOSTLY HALF SIZES

398

MEN
'
S
BOY'S

Flannel
SHIRTS

MEN'S
SPORT SHIRTS
LONG SLEEVE
IVY LEAGUE
•
STRIPES
PLAIDS
FLANNELS

$3.00 VALUES

$1.49 Value
Sizes 2-16

198
Sixes S-M-L

SPORT
'waiTS
REGULAR $20.00
All

POPULAR
SUBURBAN COATS

Wool

1795

Flannel

SUITS
AN OUTSTANDING VALUE -2995
COMPARE WITH $40.00 STJITS

$1.00

by "CAMPUS"

FIRST MATCH
CHICO CORTEZ versus EDDIE DAVIE
Best 2 Out of 3 Falls - 1 Hour Time Limit
MAIN EVENT
Commission Orders Match
ROY WELCH versus MOODY PALMER
No Time Limit- Winner Takes All

CECILR DE MLLE'S

NOVEMBER

SORB FULTON, TENN.

Thursday Nile, Nov. 7th

MATINESS - Adults . . 90e
CHILDREN-All Times . 50e
Evenings and Sat. and Sun's
Adults
-- ............$125
110X0MCE OPENS
Saturday and Sunday - I:30

cies and procedures needed to
program in the county.
carry out the most effective ASC 1111 CIDIEIDIEREDIEIDICEINEDVEIDIE
They will also help farmers of
the provisions of the various agricultut al programs and at the request of the county committee report facts in connection with individual appeals and compliants
of farmers in their particular
•••••••OUNT mynas • 41101141C0L0R a
community. Mr. Bard stated that
women are eligible to hold office
as community Or county commit- IMEIa:3413CEOCIEKIIICIE CEOOIM
teemen.

LADES COATS
REDUCED

WORLD'S GREATEST

OLD HIGH SCHOOL GYM

2 Performances Daily
At 2 p. m. & 7:30 p. m.

SALES

HOSPITAL NEWS

Professional Wrestling

man and alternate delegate to
the county convention. A regular
member and two alternate members of the county committee will
also be chosen in this manner.
The duties of the community
committee will be to consult with
the ASC county committee on
various questions regarding poll-

NOW SHOWING

NEW

DRIP

COTTON
79c yd. Values

Dili

PRINTS .)yc

Our Reg. $1.98 DRAPERY 749
MATERIAL

REDUCED

MENS

$22.95
$17.95
$20.00 VALUES
Car Coats - - - - $12.95 & $14.95
$25.00 VALUES

BOYS

5%

Wool

Double

Blankets

Size 66 x 80

.

$14.95
Car Coals - - - - $8.98 to $12.95

$18.00 VALUE _

448 - 50 - 52 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

A.*

Stale Is Ready To Okay Purchase Of
Area Freight Lines To Texas Firm

SERVICE

The Whiinel Funeral Home
IT

purebred ArbeB. J. Niue. Mrs. A. J. Kirkland, ly purchased a
from Parnell
bull
,
ngus
L.. E. Moneyham, Gip McDade deen-A
Paul Garrigan of Hickman.
and
n.
Patterso
Barbara
Kentucky.

Southeastern Truck Lines, Ins..
Nashville, Tenn."
Fueseen, Germany (AHTNC1 —
Certificate No. 129 is for operPPC Howard L. Price, 19.
Army
ation of a motor freight line from
C) son of Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Price,
y
(AirTN
German
g,
Augsbur
Hopkinsville to Kentucky-Indiana —Army Pvt. Phillip Z. Brown. 21, Route 1, H3ckman, Ky., recently
State line at Henderson, through son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown, was graduated with honors from A
Christian, Hopkins, Webster and Route 1, Crutchfield, Ky., recent- wheel vehicle maintenance course
Henderson counties over high- ly completed a mountain ranger at the Army's European Ordnance
way 41.
training exercise in the Bavarian School in Fueasen. Germany.
ceremonies.
Certificate No. asif Ls for a Alps near Bad Ton. Germany.
graduation
After
motor freight line from Hopkinsto his regular
d
returne
Price
n
the
operatio
in
ated
He
particip
rters Battery
vile to Fulton, traversing 68 from
with members of the 11th Air- duties with Headqua
Hopkinsville to junction of 98 at
Artillery BatField
attild
the
of
y
borne Division's 187th Infantr
talion
who formed patrols whicr met
He entered the Army in Janand engaged a simulated enemy.
completed beak
A gunner in the infantry s uary 1966 and
Fort Cheffee, Ark.,
Company D. Brown entered the training at
overseas the folArmy in January 1967. He com- before arriving
r
Novembe
COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
lowing
Fort
at
pleted basic training
In civilian life Price attended
Bragg. N. C.. and arrived in
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
n High School an8 was a
Hickma
Europe last month
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
Brown Is a 1954 graduate of farmer.
reasonable anywhere in this area.
Cayce //Leh School.

TIME. Inc., Lubbock, Texas,
was notified by the Department
of Motor Transportation to appear
at the offices in Prankfort, Tuesday, Nov. 12, for sale approval of
route conunon carrier
regular
truck certificates Nos. 129 and
496, and granting of a motor
truck line in Western Kentucky.
Oommisisioner C. M. Blackburn
making the announcement
in
said, -The certificates are presently owned and operated by

I

Nein From Our
Boys In Th•

1957
Page 6 The Fulton News, Thursday, November 7,

and Athens. Greece
While in Athens the Gearing
held open house for 35 Greek
orphans, treating them with a
tour of the ship, ice cream, cake,
punch and movies.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES-We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

408 EDDINGS STREET

PHONE 88

FORT RILEY, KAN. (AHTNC)
—Specialist Second Class Roger
B. Gafford, son of Mrs Eva Gafford, Fulton. Ky., recently participated in a field training exercise at Fort Riley, Kan., where
he is a member of the 1st Infantry Division
Hpecieltst Gafford, a cook in
Headquarters Company of the
diviaioh's 2d Infantry, entered the
Army In 1940.
Gafford's wife, Lena, lives in
Manhattan, Kan.

November 8: Mrs. George
Moore, Mrs. C. P. Lovelace. Mrs
Jennie
Mrs.
Hastings,
Gust&
Bundige. Louis W. Sensing, }Own
Pigue. November 9: Mrs. E. C.
Halley, Marilyn McKendree, Betty
Cunningham,
Nancy
Br ashears,
Mrs. Minnie Bell, Mrs. Doyle
Pields, W. B. Craddock; November
10: Mrs. Dean Collier, Ginger Lea
Fields, Phillip Putnam. Miriam
Grymes, Felix
Orymes, Lloyd
Davis, Tulula Brown. Mrs Eva
Mae Roberts; November 11. Daniel McCollum. Paul Jolley, Mrs
J. B. Colley. Don Nelson; November 12: Larry Treece, Bud
White, Carey P'nelds Mrs. C. F.
Edwards.
Sam
Mrs.
Jackson,
Charles A Rice, Will McDade,
Mrs. L. C. Logan, W. L. Campbell, Ray Steel; November 13.
Mrs. J. D. Davis, Daisy Thompson, Mrs. T. C. Newberry, Gene
Cannon, Mrs. John T. Price,
The Harmonettes, an all-girl Lyra Morelock; November 14:
singing quartet representing the
Electric
Rural
Hickman-Fulton
Co-operative of Hickman, won the
talent contest at the llth annual
convention of the Kentucky Association of Rural Electric Cooperatives held in Louisville.
Members of the quartet are:
Lola Willis, 13, and Helen Willis,
14.
12 of Milburn; Nancy Janes,
and Patsy Whitlock of Wnigo.
SOLAR FURNACE
A solar furnace in the Pyrenees creates a heat of 6,000 degrees Fahrenheit and melts the
hardest metals, the National Geographic Magazbie says. A 36-foot
reflector catches rays from a flat
mirror that tracks the sun automatically.
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Aurora, on to Mayfield, thence
over 45 to Fulton, with no intermediate stopping points,
through Christian, Trigg, Marshall, Graves and Fulton counties.
Commissioner Blackburn listed
the routing of the proposed moto:
truck line as:
Between Paducah and the Kentucky-Tennessee State line, serving the termini and all intermediate points and the off-route
points of Hardin, Murray and
Hazel.
Kentuczy - Illinois
the
From
State line near Cairo and the
line
State
Kentucky-Tennessee
near Fulton. serving the termini,
all intermediate points and the
off-route points of Barlow, Columbus, Hickman and Cayce.
Between the junction of Ky.
94 and US 51 north of P'ulton
to Hickman and return, joining
with route 2 at junction and serving all intermediate points.
From Fulton to Mayfield over
US 45 and return, serving the
intermediate
all
and
termini
points.
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SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE
Up to 60c Values

Go To Church Sunday

NEW RECORD!
1

All-tim• high
DUROC
56-day
Weaning Weight

DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM

Mr. Ralph Holsepple of Newton, Illinois is shown above
with his 17 pig litter which weighed 909 pounds at 56 days.
P
The sow's milk was supplemented with WAYNE CALFNI
R
CURLE
TAIL
WAYNE
on
put
were
pigs
milk replacer end the
ROCKETS at about one week of age. They were then boosted
to the new 56-clay record on famous WAYNE TAIL CURLER
and were grown and finished for market on WAYNE PIG
BALANCER and WAYNE HOG BALANCER.
And out for yourself, right in your own feed lot, how you
can speed your pigs to 50 pounds faster than ever with record.
making Wayne Pig and Hog Feeds.

Order Your Record-Making
Wayne Pig and Hog Feeds Now

We have eosna)lete stekk•

—
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BENNETT ELECTRIC 207 Church
PHONE 201
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W
NEW LISTINGS ... ADS IN YELLO

Paul Wright of Fulton, recent-

"Harmonettes" Win
State RECC Contest

NORFOLK, Va. (FHTNC) —
Roy L. Clark, stewardsman,
son of Mrs. Bulah Clark of 116
Stovall at., Fulton, Ky., and husband of the former Miss Alberta
Jentils of Little Rock. Ark., returned to Norfolk, Va., Oct., 22
aboard the destroyer USS Gearing after more than three months
In the Mediterranean arid Red
Pea
During the cruise the Gearing
participated with the U. S. Sixth
Fleet in NATO operations- and
Fleet exercises. En route to the
Red Sea she passed through the
Suez Canal.
Between operations the Gearmg's crew visited Aden, in the
Gulf of Men; Massawa. Eritrea;
Suda Bay. Crete; Gibraltar; Corfu

Last Call for..

BUYS ANGUS BULL
•

WAYNE
FEEDS
_•

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Phone 202

Fulton
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NOW CHEVROLET TAKES
THE GIANT STEP!
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This new-type concrete road will last 50 years.

and more.

Sal Air 4-Door Sedan
thawing sow dual laiodligAts.

Drive it on America's new Interstate System highways

New-type, sound-conditioned
concrete will still be fun to drive in '75
Not a "'Slump" to be heard on this continuous-laid concrete. k's Wawa like riding above the pavement,instead
of est K.'Sound-conditioned concrete has no joints. .
only tiny, sawed cushion 'spaces. You skim over them
"Air-entrainment" prevents surface
and don't know
roughening, keeps concrete smooth. Laid flat, new-type
concrete stays at and will last 60 years and more.
The Interstate System is planned for the traffic- of
1975 . . . whoa concrete laid today will still be "new"

Here's the biggest, boldest move any
car ever made. Here's new length,
width and lowness, a radical new FS—
a wonder-working Full Coil suspension,
a real air ride, brilliant new body-lrame
design! See Chevrolet now!
Talk about news, that's all Chevrolet is for
'58 . . . starting with its long, low lines
and new gull-wing rear fenders!
There's an all-new engine, the 280-h.p.
Super Turbo-Thrust V8*.It's so new it even
looks different. Combine it with Turbo-

Built-In safety
for Kentucky highways
The grainy texture of new-type concrete resista skids even when wet.
No unevenness, no "fighting the
wheel." It reflects light, too You
see up to 4 times batter at night on
light-colored concrete than on a
dark surface.

glide', and you'll boss the quickest,
smoothest combination on the road.
There's news in Chevrolet's two new
rides—a Full Coil suspension and a real
air ride! These brilliant advances outdate, out-cushion anything you've known
in the low-price field. Chevrolet's bodyframe design is new, and the wheelbase is
longer, for a wonderful new handling feel.
For an extra helping gocEleasure, see
Is, the Bel
Chevrolet's new luxury
Air Impala Sport Coupe and Convertible.
Stop by your Chevrolet dealer's soon.

and fun to drive.
III CanuomareeN6 UNg.. lesisiela 2, isetweby
PORTLAND CIIIARNIT ASSOCIATION
A national organisation to improve and extend the uses of concrete

*OAFhossilsat dew.let &der* &Oar gW•*mews wwimw4 Lair

•

*Optional at extra cost.

'581
FORWARD ISOM MITT

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

L.

at
,

Farm News, Meetings, Evenb
(Sirs note: the following information, supptied THS NEWS
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and
igfriesii*eirei
agencies will be of sPecsal tnterest to Progressive fermata in Ihs
Ken - Tenn area):
CCC CHANGES
CORN PROGRAM

Reserve will be announced before
planting time next spring.

In a move designed to help
strengthen corn prices during the
heavy marketing season, the Commodity Credit Corporation has
modified its domestic sales program, according to Mr. C. C.
Vaughn, Chairman, Obion County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Coeunittee.
The first week in October, the
Department of Agriculture announced that sales for domestic
use of nonstorable CCC-owned
corn by Commodity Stabilization
Service Commodity Offices from
elevator storage or at major markets will be discontinued insofar
as possible. This policy will reduce the movement of CCC corn
into commercial market channels
at major points during the heavy
marketing season for 1957-crop
corn.
As announced September 6,
however, sales of nonstorable
corn stored in CCC bins will be
made locally by County ASC Offices on a competitive bid basis.
Sales of corn for export will
continue to be made on a competitive bid basis, and sales of
corn for unrestricted use will be
made by all CSS Commodity and
ASC Offices at the higher of the
market price or the minimum
price as outlines in the Department's October sales list.
The action taken by CCC to
cut down its sales of domestic
corn during the heavy marketing
season does not apply to emergency feed grain sales, Soil Bank
exchanges, or sales under barter
con tracts.
WIWI= WHEAT
SIGN-UP ENDED
The winter wheat Acreage Reserve sign-up period, ended October 4, showed that Obion County
Winter Wheat growers put 654.5
acres in the Soil Bank's Acreage
Reserve. A total of 49 agreements
were signed to cover this acreage,
according to C. C. Vaughn, Chairman, Obion County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Committee.
The Chairman said that farmers
who signed up will be eligible for
$14.689.49 in Acreage Reserve
payments if they comply with
their agreements.
Last year. the sign-up in Obion
County in the winter wheat Acreage Reserve program covered
614 0 acres, with 45 agreements
and maximum payments of $11,771 24.
The final weekly national report on the. 1958 Winter Wheat
Acreage Reserve sign-up reveals
substantial differences from last
year's sign-up. According to preliminary reports from State ASC
Committees in the 36 states of
the commercial wheat area, 140,662 agreements covering 3.8 million acres of wheat land had been
signed through the October 4
deadline. Farmers taking part
will be eligible for payments
totaling 676.808.773 if they comply with their agreements.
At the end of the 1957 winter
wheat Acreage Reserve sign-up
last year. 10 7 million acres had
been put in the Acreage Reserve
through the signing of 193,474 agreements. The maximum payments on this acreage came to
$198,977,000 although there were
some later cancellations.
Chairman Vaughn notes that
the number of 1958 winter wheat
Acreage Reserve agreements reported nationally is nearly 73
percent of the number signed last
year, but the acreage covered is
only 35.8 percent of • year ago.
The maximum payments committed for the 1958 program are 38.8
percent of the comparable 1957
figure.
Programs for other basic crops
coming under the 1958 Acreage
•
•
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1358 MARKETING YEAR WOOL
INCENTIVE AND MOHAIR
SUPPORT PRICES TOLD
A shorn wool incentive price of
02 cents per pound of wool and
a mohair support price of 70 cents
per pound were annceinced by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
for the 1958 marketing year beginning April 1, 1958. The 1958
price is the same as for the 1955,
1956, and 1957 marketing year
program.
Under the national Wool Act of
1954, the wool incentive payment
program is authorized to run four
years, from the 1955-56 marketing
year through the 1958-59 marketing year which ends March 31,
1959, C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of
the Obion County ASC Committee, pointed out.
Payments to producers under
the 1958 program on shorn wool
payments and on marketings of
live lambs (pulled wool compensating payments) will follow the
same methods employed for the
current 1957 program. Shorn wool
payments will be equal to a percentage of each producer's cash
returns from wool sales. This percentage will be that required to
raise the national average price
received by producers for wool up
to the incentive price of 82 cents
per pound.
Lamb payments will be made
to each producer who sells unshorn lambs. The payments will
be at a rate per hundredweight
of live animals marketed to compensate for the wool on them on
a basis comparable to the incentive payments per pound of shorn
wool.,The payments will be made
on the weight increase of the
Iambs during the period of ownership by each owner.
Payments under the 1958 program will be made on wool and
lambs marketed during the April
1. 1958-March 31, 1959 period.
Payments will be made in the
summer of 1959 following the end
of the marketing year.

$1.50 last year.
This rate applies if the corn is
ptoduced on farms in compliance
with farm corn allotments in the
894-county commercial corn-producing area. If the corn is produced in the commercial area on
farms not in oompliance with
acreage allotments the national
average rate on the 1957-crop corn
is $1.10 per bushel, or 30 cents
per bushel less than that for
compliers.
If the corn is produced in the
non-commercial area the support
price rate for the 1957 crop will
be based on 70 percent of parity.
The average rate for compliance
corn represents 77 percent of the
September 15 parity price. The
parity price on September 15 was
$1.82 per bushel.
The final national average support rate for corn produced in
compliance with acreage allotments is 4 cents per bushel more
than the advance minimum support rate of $1.36 announced November 14, 1958. This increase
was made because of an increase
in the parity price for corn since
that time. The law provides that
the support rate for corn is to be
based en parity prices as of the
beginning of the marketing year
and also on the estinSted total
supply of corn for the marketing
year.
The Chairman points out that
the $1.10 support price for corn
grown outside allotments in commercial corn areas was announced September 20 in order to help
stabilize feed and hog prices. For
1957 the law requires that if support is offered on "non-compliance" corn, support prices for
barley, grain sorghums, oats,
rye, and corn in the noncommercial area must be set at 70 percent of parity at the beginning of
the marketing year.
Final corn support prices announced October 2 compare with
the average support price for 1956
of $1.50 per bushel for corn produced within acreage allotments.
Corn produced outside acreage
allotments in the commercial
area was supported at an average
of $1.25 a bushel in 1958. As in
the past, price support on these
grains will be carried out through
farm-and warehouse-stored loans
and purchase agreements.
Obion County Support price for
those within allotments is $1.46
and non-compliers is $1.18.

In affect although the payment
may be made before the end of
the year.
Under the Acreage Reserve, the
land specifically designated by
the farmer for the program may
not be cropped and livestock may
not be permitted to graze on it.
There are only twe exceptions to
this: (1) The land may be planted this year to a crop that will
be harvested in 1958 or later, and
(2) grazing may be permitted by
specific permission of the Secretary of Agriculture under emergency conditions.
Chairman Vaughn also explained that in those cases where a
commodity placed in the Acreage
Reserve has not yet been harvested, the amount of land that can
be harvested is limited to the
farm acreage allotment for that
commodity less the full amount
of land put in the Acreage Reserve for the commodity.
MARKET CORN
CROP EARLY
Corn farmers will need to remember this year that orderly
marketing of their crop pays aft
Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of

Mr.JohnsSays"Move It",So - - - -

#
4
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This 'is our Sale-ofSales for Fall 1957-yet come in now for

Stock - Reduction Sale

Savings Galore - while
present stocks last!

RESERVE AGREEMENTS
CORN SUPPORT ANNOUNCED LAST UNTIL DEC. 31ST.
A national average support
price for 1957-crop corn of $1.40
per bushel was announced October 2 by the Department of. Agriculture. This replaces the $1.36
per bushel minimum national
average price support announced
earlier. The rate is based on the
required recticulatioas as of October 1, the beginning of the
marketing year. Mr. C. C.
Vaughn, Chairman, Obion County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Committee, said today the average support rate for
1957-crop corn compares with

Acreage Reserve agreements
under the 1957 program remain
in full force and effect through
December 31, this year, farmers
were reminded today by C. C.
Vaughn Chairman of the Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee.
Chairman Vaughn explained
that he was concerned that some
farmers who already have been
paid for land placed in the 1957
Acreage Reserve might feel that
they have fully complied with the
program. The provisions of Acreage Reserve agreements remain

THERE IS ‘*.
NO DOUBT

Large 66 x 80

Cotton Plaid Blankets

Sanforized Broadcloth
Regular $2.98

$2.49
KiddiesJeans
Flannel Lined Denim

CLEANER ...

Regular $1.98

Single 60 x 76

Regular $1.49

Drip'N Dri And
Everglaze Cottons

39c yd.

Large Selection

Regular 69c

Stephens Gingham

59c yd.

Stripes and Checks

$1.00 pr.

BETTER FINISH

99c ea.

Sizes A-B-C-D

Sizes 3 to 8

FRESHER... WITH

Double Blankets 5% wool$2:98 pr.

Men's
Pajamas

ARTICLES ARE

Regular 89c

Indian Head

49c yd.

Solid Colors

Regular 89c

AFTER PARISIAN'S

MYCEL CLEANING
WHY IS MYCEL CLEANING A BETTER PROCESS? Mycel
employs an entirely new cleaning compound in a concentration 6 times the customary usage. This compound is safe for
finest fabrics-yet has six times the cleaning power of ordinary
methods.
110W DOES MYCEL CLEANING ACT ON STUBBORN
SPOTS? It removes practically all food, perspiration and waterborne soil . . stains which formerly required extra water
processing with risk of shrinkage and color-less.
WHAT DOES MYCEL CLEANING DO TO COLORS? Whites
are restored to a snowy freehneee ... pastels and deep tones
glow again-because light is reflected only from truly clean
surfaces.

Huck Toweling
Men's
Sport Shirts
Ladies Belts
New and Fresh For
Fall and Winter
Sizes S-M=L

$2.29

Fulton. Ky.

lemalegonlesaioWl4a.

Igerealc

3yds.for $1.00

Unbleached tlomestic 5 yds$1.00

NO - REFUNDS

.1

Large Selection of 29 and 49c Ladies Belts

40" Wide, Ideal For Holiday Dresses and Suits. Regular 98c

HOW NEW IS MYCEL CLEANING? So new that only a few
plants in the entire United States are privileged to use this
process.

Phone 14

Regular 49c

Special 19c

Vedero Suiting

Regular $2.98

NO - LAY-AWAYS

Member of American Institute of laundering and National
Institute of Dry Cleaning

3yds.for $1.00

Solid Colors, Ideal for Christmas Gifts

HOW DO FABRICS FEEL AFTER MYCEL CLEANING? They
feel like new! Fabrics have a body and finish that rive them
the sheen of new articles.

Paavuda" ..ecusesclof g Cleadems
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if you haven't shopped

II WES-TENN1 B-I--G

40" Wide.

Regular 29c

NO - RETURNS

Shop and Save For Christmas
p.c....Toys, Xmas Decorations 11 price

NO - PHONE ORDERS
All Sales Final at time of

SALAD DRESSING

Time's a-flyin't
Wk.

Ted Mycel Cleaning yourself and see the difference

/Mitaeie
Whip
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Stabilization and Conservation
Committee, said today. Prices
Mr. Jimmy Hill Murray, Ky
tend to be more stable when supplies reach the market gradually • NEW HOPE NEWS visited his mother Mrs. Willie
Mrs. Moser Walston • Hill over the week end.
instead of being rushed to market
at harvesttime.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Latta and
Stocks of old corn on farms on
DISAPPEAR WITH DRAT
October 1 this year were the larg- sons Wayne and Danny moved
If honey crystallizes, place the
est since October 1950; they were Friday to the Frank Owen farm container in a pan of hot water
up rather sharply from holdings near Water Valley.
until the crystals disappear.
There is quite a bit of &tektites
a year ago, despite record disappearance of 702 million bushels In this community. Among those
CONSUMES MORE
from farms during the past 3 who are ill are Mrs. Maude HutJohn Q. Citizen consumes about
months. The carryover of 416 mil- chinson. Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
lion bushels of old-crop corn on Johnson, Mrs. Herbert Carter, We 30 more pounds of vegetables anfarms was 39 percent above last wish for them a speedy recovery nually than he did 11 to 20 years
years holdings of 300 million butMr Waehe Latta Murray, Ky ago.
hels and 31 percent above the spent the weekend with his
317-million bushel average. Major parents Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latportions of farm stocks were tin- ta
der Commodity Credit CorporaMr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis were
tion loans and purchase agree- Sunday dinner guests in the
41 J titalE
ments.
home of Mr. arid Mrs. Will BusThe Sensational New Invention
While production of new corn is hart Wingo, Ky.
Sutherland's "111D"' Trams
forecast at 3.3 billion bushels-4
Mrs. Hattie Nall spent Sunday
No Belts - No Straps percent below last year, prospec- with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams.
No Odors
tive supplies (production plus
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hite WickApproved by Doctors - The
carryover) are practically the lift Ky. spent Sunday with his
World's Most Comfortable
same as last year-9 percent a- sister Mrs. Jake Holt and Mr.
Truss
bove average, but still 7 percent Holt Sunday afternoon they visunder the 1949 record.
CITY DRUG CO.
ited another sister Mrs Floyd
Brown and Mr. Brown Union
408 Lake St.
Fulton
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
City, Tenn .

Wes.-Tenn.mt.Dept Stores

436 Lake St.

Folios. Hy.
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• PLEASANT VIEW

CAYCE NEWS

Mrs. Osesege Elliott •

Clarice Bondurant •

4412p4t k"e/emda 44peemirt94

Awe adee4
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.
Our Clubs are in full swing this time of the year. It
seems everything is planned for the month of November. September is left open so -everyone can get - back
into the swing of school life October is filled with
planning what is going to take place during November
plus the rest of the year. If you belong to more than one
club your family might as well make up their minds to
like hamburgers for supper in November. What do you
think rather than have "Hamburger Day" in November, let's have November "Hamburger Month"!
The first of November is not a
day too soon to start thinking
and working for the Hickman
Emergency Fund drive. The spirit
of brotherly love and love for
one another certainly prevailed
at the first meeting Sunday afternoon at 2:30 in the First Methodist Church. Carlos Lannom was
elected 1958 chairman. Mrs. T.
M. French was elected secretary;
Miss Geneva Mangold was reelected treasurer.
Mr. Lannorn appointed his committees and they are: The Executive committee chairman, Wood
Tipton, Mrs. Paul Bradley, R. B.
Goalder, Royce Dyer and Joye
Stokes.
Food committee: Mrs. Claude
Middleton, Miss Marie Johnston,
Mrs. Thurman Cagle.
Basket Delivery: Rupert Hornsby, Stowe Coffey, Phillip Choate,
Prather Mangold.
Basket: Mrs. G. D. Ramsey,
Mrs. J. A. Fisher, Homer Roberts,
and Hewitt Stewart.
Finance: R. B. Goalder and Elmer Murchison.
Porch Light: Joye Stokes and
Mrs. .1. C. Lawson, Sr.
Toys: Mrs. James A. Whipple
and Mrs. B. G. Hale.

ed from do or die—to if I do I
die!
The Fats played the Leans a
very close game—I won't name
the victor for "It matters not if
you won or lost, but how you
played the game"!
The M. Y. F. of the First Methodist Church is having a Spaghetti Supper in the church basement from 6 o'clock until the food
runs out on Thursday night. Admission is $1.00 for adults and
50 cents for the children. So come
one and all. We always fuss about
cooking supper now we can take
the family out Thursday night
and kill two birds with one stone.

Several relatives and friends
Hello everybody, after six weeks
in the hospitals we are now at surprised Calvin Thomas with a
home in Cayce improving nicely. birthday dinner in his home SunWe thank everyone for the nice day. A very nice time was encards. flowers, visits and gifts joyed by all.
we recieved without them our
Flu is still raging in this comstay in the hospitals Would have munity. 1Ltas Daisy Shelton is
been more lonely. (Clarice Bond- sick with flu. Ray Thomas' enurant and Mother).
tire family have been victims.
Mrs. B. Inman spent a week
Mr. end Mrs Ernest Jackson
visiting her brother and sister in had as their guest Sunday Bro.
the hospital and home last week. and Mrs. Wall and family and
Mrs. Ella Holly carried her Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott.
father Mr. Sam Burns to MayThe W M. U held it monthly
field for treatment last week.
eeting on Saturday afternoon
Mrs. May Walls has returned in the home of Mrs
Treat
home after a long visit with her Doughty. Eleven members were
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. present and a very Mailing proand Mrs. Jim ,Dugan of Dyer, gram was preselited. The next
Ind. and Mrs. Wilkerson, pastor meeting will be in the home of
of the Assembly of God Church Mrs. Alton Simpson on Decmeber
are the proud parents of a baby 7.
boy, he has been named Craig
Mr. and Mrs. Treal Doughty
Allen.
visited Mrs. Doughty's mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw Mrs. Byassee of Clinton. Sunday.
and girls, Sandra Ann, Diana She returned home with them to
Pay, and Donna Kay of Ridgely, spend the week.
Tenn. visited Daisie Bondurant
Rowe Wilkinson and Patsy
and Clarice at there home Fri- Speight both have flu.
day night..
Mrs.
Mrs. Ernest
Jackson,
Sympathy is extended to Mrs. Robert Wall and Mrs. Jasper
James Menees and family for the Elliott attended open house at
loss of her Grandmother .Mrs. the new Hillview Hospital Sunday
Cecelia Lynn. Funeral services afternoon.
were held Saturday in Union
City, Tenn.
Rev. and Mrs. Don Alexander of
• MT. MORIAH
McKenzie, Term. and Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Wham •
Mrs. Malcolm Inman were Sunday afternoon visitors of Mrs.
Delete Bondurant and Clarice.
Rev. and Mrs. A B Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams and
were Sunday dinner
44% IN FILTERS
children
Filter tips make up about 40 guests of kb. and Mrs Merton
percent of the 405 billion cigaret- Milam. sar. and Mrs. Dalton Wade
and children were afternoon viates consumed in 1957

WITH US AND AWAY
Martha Hale's new Oldsmobile
came just in time for her to drive
to Danville last Wednesday to be
with Dub while he was in the
hospital. Martha stayed until the
doctors told Dub he could return
to his classes.

for you...and it's

Special Toyland Opening Prices

Miss Emily Stubbs spent part
of last week in Hickman visiting
her mother. Emily is a student
at Lambuth College.
YIELD FOR CIDER
One bushel of fall apples yields
2 to 4 gallons of cider.
/
from 31

Sbe Criss Real Teem
MA

with trousseau

oU

Satin, tulle and
lace ensemble.
Trousseau includes
black taffeta dress,
housecoat, nylons.
undergarments and
jewelry.
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DOLL
CARRIAGE
$4.98

BETSY WETSY
with Compact*
Lay•tt•

Matching Miniature
Appliances
Pink
Range

$10.95

Construction Sets
Contains over 200 blue and
white plastic pieces. Builds
dozens of fascinating models. Instructions induded.

She drinks, wets, cries reel
tears and has true-to-life separated baby inters and toes.
Her soft, lifelike vinyl bead hes
rooted saran hair and lege
lashed sleeping sysa
278-Piece

PLASTIC BLOCK Cir.'
1
111
F•

$4.95

98
2
Washing
Machine
So right for you . and most everything
you'll do this fall ... WILLIAMS perfection skimmer, fashioned of black suede or
fine black leather. A bright buckle anchors
a smart belt to the vamoline.

• —
Evers thing needed for making
homes and other buildings ineirkinlvt. tensing. etc.

2"

ERECTOR SITS
Mg seed chase with ewe dem
of parts and 5-vsit electric

ONLY

$2.99
National Stores Corp.
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Street

No. 41%
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stash

Plays all 78 rpm records. Twotone cabinet. Six records, wrought
Iron rack, six story books, =tn.
needles.
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Electric Shovel
• Molls forward or
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obovree. turns Crane
dow n
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Portable Phonograph
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Accessories
Records
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No. EV*
Massive, all-electric set with
eal 16 lbs. of parts is
chest.
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KRAFT
free the
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$10.95

The Hickman Civitan Club gave
us the laugh of the year Tuesday
night. All the "has beens" of the
basketball court were out with
their do or die spirit—sad as it
may be the meaning has chang-

salad dressing
gild a spread!

John
City,
Nov. 1
Ill for

.Savings up to 40%

15" Walking Bride Doll

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Calvin were
happy to have Mr. Calvin's brother, Everett Calvin, from Hopkinsville for the week-end, as a guest
in their home.

Miss Sidney Stone is home from
Louisville due to the illness of
her grandfather, Mr. Sid Hamby.

There has been a change made
for services at Mt Mortah Baptist Church for the month of
November. Services for 3rd Sunday wile be at 11 o'clock and no
night services on 4th Sunday
night.

Hersh
for a r
eral di
the Ho
Fulton,

A smooth and sassy ride foe
your doll in this smart blue
and white carriage with
bright aluminum handle.
Smooth-rolling rubber tires,
safety foot brake.

Mrs. Fred Stokes, Sr. has returned from a week in Long
Beach, Miss. as a guest in the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Charles Mauldin. Fred, Sr. drove down
Friday and spent the week-end
and brought Camille home.

Mrs. Mary Ligon was all smiles
this past week for her home was
filled with her daughters, Mrs.
George Ford of Indianapolis, Ind.
and Mrs. George Glennie Of Wilmette, Ill—poor Ruth had to have
the flu. Nevertheless she could
visit with her sisters from a safe
distance.

Sunday dinner guest of Mrs
Violet William".
Those of this connnunity who
are on the sick list are Mrs.
Hester Bennett, Mrs. Paul Roach,
Mr. Coy Harrison and Klee Treys
Terrell. We wish them a speedy
recovery.
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Mrs. H. L Amberg, Frances
Arnberg, Mr and Mrs. Rupert
,Hornsby, Mrs. Finley Randle and
Mrs. Roscoe Stone spent Tuesday
in Memphis.

Among the 210 delegates and
visitors of the 22 clubs of the
First District of Kentucky Federation. of Woman's Clubs were
Mesdames C. M. Waits, E. Dobson, Earl Ezell, J. T. Howard, C.
P. Mabry, T. M. French, and Martin Condor. They met Tuesday
October 29, in Murray, Ky.
Mrs. W. C. Cruse Jr. from
Louisville, Mrs. John E. Kirksey
retiring governor of the First
District from Paduach, Mrs.
Ralph Edrington, newly elected
governor from Arlington, and
Mrs. Ernest A. Hilliard, Kentucky
Mother of 1957 were outstanding
guests present.
The Hickman Woman's Club
won a white ribbon as an award
in the year book division. I think
congratulations are in order for
Mesdames C. M. Waits, chairman,
J. M. Calvin, A. W. Hendrix, Kent
Hamby, J. T. Howard, Paul Stahr,
Amos Matheny, and Harry Newton, our year book committee.
Mrs. C. M. Welts was hostess
to a called meeting of The Book
Club last Friday. One purpose
of the called meeting was to Meet
officers for 1958. Mesdames J. M.
Calvin, president, C. M. Waits
vice-president, B. se. Black, secretary-treasurer, Claude Middleton, assistant secretary -treasurer•
H. C. Barrett, librarian and B.
W. Posey, assistant librarian.
The members present selected
their books to interchange during
the coming year.
Mrs. Wails served a delicious
party plate.

hors
Mrs Bell McClure has mac'e
her
daughhome
with
her
ter, it
Heater Bennett fWe
welc.x.une her back to this Community.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Luster and
daughter of Union City, were
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GLASSTEX

$26.55

ONLY
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Exchange
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Table Radio
25-KEY PIANO

$5.95

Song book and color key chart
make it may to learn to play
this piano. Two-tone brown
ead cream enamel; low peice.

Not a toy but the
R•g.
real thing. Power14.95
ful set with excellent tone. Ideal
for child's room al
or don.
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Ram by RINNOif Coattroi
Steers left and right . . Roes
forward and reverse. Pastures
brilliant coicies sad Mowing
headlights.

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN—Phone 404

FULTON—Phon• 389

B.EGoodrich Tires

HORNBEAK and HOLLAND
412 Lake Street
Phone 10

Fallon, Ry.
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DEATHS
John A. Coates
John A. Coates, DO, of Union
City, Route 4, dled Friday night
Nov. 1 at his home, after being
ill for over a week.
Mr. Coates was born in Centerville, Tenn., May 23, 1887. He
was • retired farmer and a member of the Church of Christ.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Cora
Coates;
three
son, Thomas
Coates of South Fulton. Dennis
Coates of Union City and Oliver
Coates of Plymouth, Mich.; three
daughters, Mrs. Lassie Barker of
leulton, Route 4. Mrs. Johnnie
Hughes of Union City, Route 4,
and Mrs. Edna Arnett of Abilene,
Texas. 12 grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren.

Hershel Seat
Hershel Seat of Memphis, who
for a number of years was funeral director and embalmer at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home In
Fulton, was killed in ail auto-

MAKE
OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Stop in &daytime...
mien your friends bete
--you're welcome at
all 'meas. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
el year choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL pnvilege.

mobtle accident Thursday afternoon Oct. 91.
After leaving Fulton. Mr. Seat
worked in Rickman for awhile,
then moved to Memphis, where
he was employed as offipapager of a construction company.
At the time of the accident he
was driving a company truck
back to Memphis from Covington.
Services were held Saturday
afternoon at the Norris Funeral
Home in Memphis.
He leaves his wife, Gladys, and
a daughter, Jane. He was a
nephew of Mrs. Edna Alexander
of the Harmony Community near
Fulton.
At Memphis he was employed
by the Central State Dredging
Company with offices in the
Chisel' Hotel. At Hickman he
had been employed by the Barrett Funeral Home

Mrs. Gertrude Rogers
Funeral services for Mrs. Gertrude Rogers of Oalrton were
held
last
Friday
afternoon,
October 25, at Oakwood MethoChurch, with
dist
the
Rev.
James Rose. pastor of the Oakton Baptist Church officiating.
Mrs. Rogers died last Wednesday night. October 23, at. a rest
home in Fulton. She was 80 years
old:
Burial was in the Oakwood
cetn-etery with Hopkins, Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Hoe,Clinton in charge
-4e •
ments.
Mrs.
by
es survival
ti-• sitint Roiters of Flint.
...‘an. James Rogers of Austin. Texas. and Clyde Rogers of
()Orton; one daughter, Mrs. Mary
E.
Yarbrough
of
Columbus.
Georgia; four brothers, Arthur
Kelly. Ernest Kelly, William Kelly
and Theodore Kelly, all of Oakton, and nine grandchldren.

Herbert Henley

Jess Coleman of Detroit, and
several Weed and nephews
One daughter died when she
was 19 years oid.
Service@
were held
at the
Whttnel Funeral Home chapel,
Sunday afternoon at 2. The Rev
Oakley Woodside officiated tussle.ed by the Rev. L. E. McCoy of
Gatlin, Tenn. Burial was in Good
Springs Cemetery near Dukedom.

Bonnie Heed
Mrs. Harold Reed, 23, of -417
Maple, Fulton, died
suddenly
Friday morning Nov. 1, morning
at 4:30 at her home.
Mrs. Reed and her husband
were injured on Oct. 7, in a
motorcycle accident near Troy.
Tenn. Mrs. Reed was a patnent
in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis for three weeks and was
dismissed Saturday. She was In
a cast from her arms down at
the time of her death. She took
ill suddenly about thirty minutes before her death.
In
the
motorcycle accident.
Mrs. Reed suffered an injured
back, a
broken
pelvis, eight
broken ribs, a broken right leg
and both sides of the lower jaw
were broken. Mr Reed was not
seriously injured.
Mrs. Reed was born 'n Beaver's
Nebr., daughter -"
and Mrs.
Lloyd KFt-was a mem..4
ber
Baptist Church of
Nebr.
Besides her husband, she leaves
a son, Lloyd Reed, nine-months-

old; a daughter, Linda Reed, 3%
year-old; her mother Mrs. flitlhm
Khtmes of Wilmon, Iowa; and a
brother, Murrell Khunes of Kent.,
Ohio.
She was the daUghter-in-law
of Mr. and Mrs. Leeo Reed of
Fulton.
Services were held at the Sandy
Branch Baptist Church Saturday
at 1 p. m. Burial, under direction
of
Jackson
Brothers
Funeral
Home of Dukedom, was in the
church cemetery.

Mrs. Laura Council
Union City — Mrs. Loura Dean
Council, 85, of the Jordon highv4ay, Union City, died at her
home at 5 a. m. Sunday following a strclice two weeks ago.
Services were held at the
White-Ranson Funeral home at
3:30 p. m. Monday. The Rev.
Lowell Council pastor of the Martin Methodist church, and the
Rev. A. T. Evans of Union City
officiated. Burial was in the
Antioch cemetery. Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Mrs. Council was born Oct. 30,
1871, in Gibson county, the daughter of Houston H. and Louraniey
Pace Green. She moved to Obion
county when she was a small
child and had lived here since.
She was a member of the Antioch
Methodist church.
She is survived by her hus-

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Wadies. Clasks and Mom
risen et All Wade AlmaMaly Repaired at LOW Old
1Pi•

band, W. W. Council; three sons,
Hubert H. of the Old Harris
road and Tom of the Section
Line road, both of Union City,
and Wilmon of Dyersburg; five
daughters, .Mrs. Press Vaught,
Mrs. Milton Jordan, Mrs. Preston
Hampton and Mrs. Hubert S.
Harris, all of Uniqn City, and
Mrs. Gilbert Bowlin of Futon,
Ky., 25 grandchildren; 43 greatgrandchildren, and four greatgrandchildren, and four greatgreat great-children. A son, Donald B. died in 1936; and another
son, Jewell, died in 1840.

Crara Kim Collins
Short funeral services were
held 'ruesday afternoon, at 4 at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, for Carla Kun Collins, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

for

Dan Collins of Fulton.
The infant was born Tuesday
morning at 2, at Jones Hospital.
The Rev. John Laida, pastor of
AIL Waal
the First Baptist Church, offiNavas( demi
ciated. Burial was in Greenlee
,,CoVi down p27151
Cemetery.
and gamy ?MUM
Besides her parents, the child
leaves her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Earle Collins and Mrs. BENNETT ELECTRIC
e I 7 Wale
R. S. Burgess of Fulton.
PetNen

Immunize against

Cinderella
Heels attached
safely. properly
with our new
Cinderella
Auto-Soler.

HOG CHOLERA

Forrester's Shoe Shop
MAIN STREET

Fulton

---------

FULTON, KY

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE tkrE.pøli4 AT
319-31 Walnut St.

TV and
The InternatioW Livestock
radio show originating in the
Exposition will '
. held in Chiamphitheatre.
cago from November 29 to December 7, at the Chicago Stock
Yards.
Arthur Godfrey, famed TV and
radio star, will appear at all per-

Now!Heel Lifts

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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formances of the horse show, and
Godfrey W111 Broadcast
will feature the day's livestock
From Chicago Exposition events
on his morning

HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biolpgicals — ALLIED
Laboratories,Inc.

Consult your
r VETERIN

ARIAN

vrniesmill

Phone 201

raiMMINMMMI
,

Herbert Bertrum Henley, 73. of
Carr Street, Fulton, died Friday
morning Nov 1. at Hopkinsville.
after being ill for several weeks.
Hr Henley. a contractor, was
born Oct. 2, 1884 in Graves
County, son of John C. and Victoria Osborne Henley. He was a
member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Fulton.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Bessie
Olive Henley; a son. Malcolm
Henley of Tyler. Texas, a brother. Oley Henley of Water Valley; two slaters. Mrs. Maurice
Belay of Water Valley and Mrs.

THE NEW FICOCICET13 ^FIE

IEFIE

.131F1INCIINICI IMCMJ

CoLLDSmobility
. .TilE NEW WAY CW 413COINGI FDILACIRIES IN THEE FICOCKIET ^GIN
I

Telephone
Talk
by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

OVER THE HORIZON—How would you like to sea
a TV program from Cuba? Well, now it's possible. Arnerlrese Telephone and Telegraph Company and Radio Corporation of Cuba have just completed between Florida and
Cuba the first two-way "over the horizon" communication
system ever to be put in service. Before this, beams
traveled in a straight line between relay antennas. When
they came to an ocean, they were stopped because there
was no place for further relays. The new system sends
powerful beams into the air. Thousands of feet up, a
layer of atmosphere scatters them downward to distant
receiving stations. So don't be too surprised if some night
your TV starts speaking Spanish. You might not underwand all that's said, but at least you'll know how your
telephone company's "good neighbor" policy brought our
friends in Cuba here to our community.
• • •
TO MARKET, TO MARKET—When most folks go
'bopping, they keep their eyes open for what's new. Your
telephone company likes to keep up, too, by developing
more and more telephone conveniences. For instance,
sow you can have a telephone that lights up at night; a
spring cord for your phone that never snarls or tangles;
or, if you like, a volume-control telephone that lets you
turn the voice of the person you're talking with up or
down. And best of all (my favorites, anyway) we have
color telephones--so bright and convenient as extra
phones anywhere in the house. Think
you might like some of these new conveniences? Call us, and we'll be glad
to help you select them.
• • •
DOGGONE—I guess it's a dog's life
all right for the pup. Waiting while the
lady talks. But who can blame her
when these new outdoor telephone
booths are so handy. You'll be seeing
them more than ever around here,

anywhere you go. We
have 17 of them here
in Fulton now to help
make it a lot easier for
everyone to talk to
anyone, most anytime.
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DISPLAY... AT YOUR

1958 Oldsmobile you'll find most everything you've ever Wanted
in • motorcar—outstanding styling; smart, tasteful design; delightful new
features; alert new Rocket Engine pirformance; supreme comfort; daring
new colors and fabrics. And most important of all, you'll find real down-toWA operating ecosetanyf As never before, Oldmnobile for '58 gives you true
big-ear sire, big-ear txmaket and handling, big-car smartness--oombined with
budget-oar thrift. Ones you Rocket-Test the 111 Old*, you'll know for sure,
that from its safer Your-Beane Headlamps to its Tarkling Twin Blades—
''u 60-year history
it's the biggest value in C'
nrosesei muMv

AUTHORIZCI7 CLI.DOMORILII QUAILJTV

DRALER'S
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Clarice Hondurant

4appp&efeseda
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aeleos
A columit devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.
Our Clubs are in full swing this time of the year. It
seems everything is planned for the month of November. September is left open so everyone can get back
into the swing of school life—October is filled with
planning what is going to take place during November
plus the rest of the year. If you belong to more than one
club your family might as well make up their minds to
like hamburgers for supper in November. What do you
think rather than have "Hamburger Day" in November, let's have November "Hamburger Month"!

Hello everybody. alter six weeks
in the hospitals we are now at
home in Cayce improving nicely
We thank everyone for the nice
cards, flowers, visits and gifts
we recieved without them our
stay in the hospitals would have
been more lonely. (Clarice Bondurant and Motherr
Mrs. B. Inman spent a week
visiting her brother and sister in
the hospital and home last week.
Mrs. Ella Holly carried her
father Mr. Sam Burns to Mayfield for treatment last Week.
Mrs May Walls has returned
home after a long visit with her
son-in-law, Mr.
daughter and
and Mrs. Jim /Dugan of Dyer,
Ind. and Mrs. Wilkerson, pastor
of the Assembly of God Church
are the proud parents of a baby
boy, he has been named Craig
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw
and girls, Sandra Ann, Diana

The first of November is not a ed from do or die—to if I do I
day too soon to start thinking die!
The Fats played the Leans a
and working for the Hickman
Emergency Fund drive. The spirit very close game—I won't name
of brotherly love and love for the victor for "It matters not if
one another certainly prevailed you won or lost, but how you
played the game"!
at the first meeting Sunday
at 2:30 in the First MethThe M. Y. F. of the First Methodist Church. Carlos Lannom was
elected 1958 chairman. Mrs. T. odist Church is having a SpagM. French was elected secretary; hetti Supper in the church baseMiss Geneva Mangold was re- ment from 6 o'clock until the food
runs out on Thursday night. Adelected treasurer.
Mr. Lannorn appointed his com- mission is $1.00 for adults and
mittees and they are: The Execu- 50 cents for the children. So come
tive committee chairman, Wood one and all. We always fuss about
Tipton, Mrs. Paul Bradley, R. B. cooking supper now we can take
Goalder, Royce Dyer and Joye the family out Thursday night
and kill two birds with one stone.
Stokes.
Food committee: Mrs. Claude
WITH US AND AWAY
Middleton, Miss Marie Johnston,
Martha Hale's new Oldsmobile
Mrs. Thurman Cagle.
Basket Delivery: Rupert Horns- came just in time for her to drive
by, Stowe Coffey, Phillip Choate, to Danville last Wednesday to be
with Dub while he was in the
Prather Mangold.
Basket: Mrs. G. D. Ramsey, hospital. Martha stayed until the
Mrs. J. A Fisher, Homer Roberts, doctors told Dub he could return
to his classes.
and Hewitt Stewart.
Finance: R. B. Goalder and ElMrs. H. L Amberg, Frances
mer Murchison.
Rupert
Porch Light: Joye Stokes and Amberg, Mr and Mrs.
Randle and
Finley
Mrs.
Hornsby,
,
Sr.
Lawson,
C.
Mrs. J.
spent Tuesday
Toys: Mrs. James A. Whipple Mrs. Roscoe Stone
in Memphis.
and Mrs. B. G. Hale.

af-

ternoon

Among the 210 delegates and
visitors of the 22 clubs of the
First District of Kentucky Federation of Woman's Clubs were
Mesdames C. M. Waits, E. Dobson, Earl Ezell, J. T. Hov.ard, C.
P. Mabry, T. M. French, and Martin Condor. They met Tuesday
October 29, in Murray, Ky.
Mrs. W. C. Cruse Jr. from
Louisville, Mrs. John E. Kirksey
retiring governor of the First
District from Paduach, Mrs.
Ralph Edrington, newly elected
governor from Arlington, and
Mrs. Ernest A. Hilliard, Kentucky
Mother of 1957 were outstanding
guests present.
The Hickman Woman's Club
won a white ribbon as an award
in the year book division. I think
congratulations are in order for
Mesdames C. M. Waits, chairman,
J. M. Calvin, A. W. Hendrix, Kent
Hamby, J. T. Howard, Paul Stahr,
Amos Matheny, and Harry Newton, our year book committee.
Mrs. C. M. Waits was hostess
to a called meeting of The Book
Club last Friday. One purpose
of the called meeting was to elect
officers for 1958. Mesdames J. M.
Calvin, president, C. M. Walls
vice-president, B. Y. Black, secretary-treasurer, Claude Middleton, assistant secretary-treasurer;
H. C. Barrett, librarian and B.
W. Posey, assistant librarian.
The members present selected
their books to interchange during
the coming year.
Mrs. Waits served a delicious
party plate.

!tors
Mrs Bell MoCluie has mate
her
daughhome
with
Mrs. George Elliott • her
ter, Mr, Hester Bennett. NV,
welcome her back to this ComSeveral relatives and friends
munity.
surprised Calvin Thomas with a
Mr. and Mrs. Bob 'easter and
birthday dinner In his home Sunof Union City, were
daughter
enwas
day. A eery nice time
joyed by an.
Flu is still raging in this community. Miss Daisy Shelton is
sick with flu. Ray Thomas' entire family have been victims.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Jackson
had as their guest Sunday Bro.
and Mrs. Wall and family and
lir. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott.
'The W.. M. U held it monthly
sleeting on Saturday afternoon
hi .he home of Mrs 'revel
Doughty. Eleven members were
present and a very insiring pro-

• PLEASANT VIEW

CAYCE NEWS

Sunday dinner guest of Mra
Violet William.
Those of this community who
are on the sick list are Mrs.
Hester Bennett, Mrs. Paul Roach.
Mr. Coy Harrison and Mies Treys
Terrell. We wish them a speedy
recovery.

There has been a change made
for serviees at Mt. Mortah Baptist. Church for the month of
November. Services for 3rd Sunday will be at, 11 o'clock and no
night services on 4th Sunday
night.

John
City,
Nov. 1
UI for
Mr.
terviLle,
was a I
ber of
He 14
Coates,
Coates
Coates
Coates
daughte
Fulton.

Hughes
and Mx
Texas,
great

gram was presented. The next
meeting will be in the home of
Mrs. Alton Simpson on Deczneber
7.
Mr. and Mrs. Treat Doughty
visited
Mrs. Doughty's mother,

Hersh
for a r
eral dl
the Ho
Fulton,

Byassee of Clinton, Sunday.
She returned home with them to
Fay, and Donna Kay of Rldgely, spend the week.

Tenn. visited Dais* Bonchusnt
and Clarice at there home Friday night.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
James Menem- and family for the
loss of her Grandmother Mrs.
Cecelia. Lynn. Funeral services
were held Saturday in Union

Mrs.

and
Royce
Wilkinson
Patsy
Bpeight both have flu.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Ernest
Jackson.
Robert Wall and Mrs. Jasper
Elliott attended open house at

Special Toyland Opening Prices ... Savings up to 40%
15" Walking Bride Doll

the new Hlllview Hospital Sunday
afternoon.

• MT. MORIAli
McKenzie, Tenn. and Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Milarn •
Mrs. Malcolm Inman were Sunday afternoon visitors of Mrs.
R.ev and
Dab& Bondure.nt and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Duel Williams and
Sunday
dinner
were
40% IN FILTERS
children
Filter tips make up about 40 guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marion
percent of the 405 billion cigaret- Warn Mr. and Mrs Dalton Wade
tea consumed in 1967
and children were afternoon via-

Mr,. A. B. Adams,

Satin. tulle and
lace ensemble.

Trousseau includes
black taffeta dress,
housecoat, nylons.
undergarments and
jewelry.

Reg.

666

A shoe that Is

Folds for Storage

001Z3kr

DOLL
CARRIAGE
$4.98

for you...and It's

YIELD FOR CIDER

$10.95
She drinks, wets, cries real
tears and has true-to-1de separated haby Gegen and sass.
Her sort, lifelike vinyl head has
rooted saran hair sad bay

safer/ foot brake.

Matching Miniature
Appliances
Pink
Range

1

lashed sleeping eyes.

Construction Sots
Contains over 200 blue and
white plastic pieces. Builds

dozens of fascifiating models. Instructions included.

278-Pitte

PLASTIC BLOCK an

298
Washing
Machin.
So right for you ... and most everything
you'll do this fall . .. WILLIAMS perfection skimmer, fashioned of black suede or
fine black leather. A bright buckle anchors
a smart belt to the vamnline.

Eveotiung needed foe staking
homes and other buildings in-ludinit windows, fencing. etc.

49
2

!RECTOR SETS
No.

Refrigerator

Mg noel dant with nee dies
of parts amid 3-nak alma*
noses.

ONLY

$10.95

98
2

$2.99

spent part
4
Miss Eini1y/‘ubbs

One bushel of fall apples yields
from 314 to 4 gallons of cider.

2-inch
1
13/
BETSY WETSY
with Complete
Layette

A smooth and sassy ride for
your doll in this smart blue
and white carriage with
bright aluminum handle.
Smooth-roiling rubber tires,

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Calvin were
happy to have Mr. Calvin's brother, Everett Calvin, from Hopkinsviffe for the week-end, as a guest
in their home.

of last week in Hickman visiting
her mother. Emily is a student
at Lambuth College.

••

9.95

Mrs. Fred Stokes, Sr. has returned from a week in Long
Beach, Miss, as a guest in the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Charles Mauldin. Fred, Sr. drove down
Friday and spent the week-end
and brought Camille home.

Mies Sidney Stone is home from
Louisville due to the illness of
her grandfather, Mr. Sid Hamby.

Cries Reel Team

with trousseau

City, Tenn.
Rev. and Mrs. Don Alexander of

Mrs. Mary Ligon was all smiles
this past week for her home was
filled with her daughters, Mrs.
George Ford of Indianapolis. Ind.
and Mrs. George Glennie of Wilmette, Ill—poor Ruth had to have
the flu. Nevertheless she could
visit with her sisters from a safe
distance.

Sbs

No. 6%
ek

National Stores Corp.
Lake Street

3l

Pink

Fulton. Ky.

electric engine
parts

ChM.

Sink

No. 8%

they

Massive, all-electric met with
nearty 16 lbs. at parts is
metal chat

49
2

$27.95

Portable Phonograph
with
Accessories
and
Records

night. All the "has been?' of the
basketball court were out with
their do or die spirit—sad as it
may be the meaning has during-

was

pow
laye

real
you
ass
Wei
hies

Plays all 78 rpm records. Twotone cabinet. Six records. wrought
Iron rack, six story books, extra
needles.

The Hickman Civitan Club gave
us the augh of the year Tuesday

OV
aT
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sad special
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SPITFIRE
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ONLY
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ONLY
$19.95
NOW
Exchange
36 MONTH GUARANTEE'

$3.911

GLASSTEX

$26.55

ONLY
NOW
Exchange

48 MONTH QUARANTINE

Table Radio
25-KEY PIANO

$5.95

Song book and color key chart
make it easy to learn to play
this piano. Two-too• brown
wed cream enamel; low price.

Not•toy but the
Reg.
real thing. Power14.95
ful set with excellent tone. Ideal
for child's room"
or den.

200

Rom by Remote Central
Steen left and right . • . goes
forward and riven*. Features
brilliant colors sad Mowing
headliights.

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN—Phone 404

Sandwiehg

STANDARD

FULTON—Phone 389

B.EGoodrich Tires

HORNBEAK and HOLLAND
412 Lake Street
Phone 10

Fulton, Ky.
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accident

Thursday

after- Jess

noon Oct. 31

J•lis A.

Cosies

John A. Coates, 90, of Union
City, Route 4, died Friday night
Nov. 1 at his home, after being
ill for over a week.
Mr. Coates was born in Centerville, Tenn., May 23, 1867. He
was a retired farmer and a member of the Church of Christ.
He leaves his wife, Mn. Cora
Coates;
three
acne, Thomas
Coates of South Fulton, Dennis
Coates of Union City and °Liver
Coates of Plymouth, Mich.; three
daughters, Mrs. Lesale Barker of
Fulton. Route 4, Mrs. Johnnie
Hughes of Union City, Route 4,
and Mrs. Edna Arnett of Abilene,
Texas, 12 grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren.

Alter leaving Fulton. Mr. Best
worked In Hickman for awhile,
then moved to Memphis, where
he was employed as offloe manager of a construction company.
At the time of the accident be
was driving a company truck
back to Memphis from Covington.
Services were held Saturday
afternoon at the Norris Funeral
Home in Memphis.
He leaves his wife. Gladys, and
a daughter. Jane. He waa a
nephew of Mrs Edna Alexander
of the Harmony Community near
Fulton.
At Memphis he was employed
by the Central State Dredging
Company with offlees in the
Chime. Hotel. At Hickman he
had been employed by the Barrett Funeral Home

Mrs. Gertrude Rogers

Hershel Seat
Hershel Seat of Memphis, who
for a number of years was funeral director and embalmer at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home In
Fulton, was killed in ad auto-

MAKE
OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Funeral services for Mrs. Gertrude Rogers of Oakton were
held
last
Friday
afternoon,
October 25. at Oakwood Methodist
Church, with
the
Rev.
James Rose. pastor of the Oakton Baptist Church officiating.
Mrs. Rogers died last Wednesday night. October 23, at a rest
home in Fulton. She was 60 years
old.
Burial was In the Oakwood
cemetery with Hopkins. Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home of
Clinton in charge of arrange•

manta.
Mrs.

Rogers is survival by
three sons, Clint Rogers of Flint.
Michigan, James Rogers of Austin. Texas. and Clyde Rogers of
Oakton; one daughter. Mrs. Mary
E.
Yarbrough
of
Columbus.
Georgia; four brothers, Arthur
Kelly, lt'nest Kelly. William Kelly
and Theodore Kelly, all of Oakton; and nine grandchidren.
—

Stop I. say/be...
meet your friends here
u
re.welcome
—you're
to sr
see
Ask
sad try the latest model CONN instrument
ef year choice. No obliguioo. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with lUINTAL privilege.

Herbert Henley
Herbert Bertrum Henley, 73, of
Carr Street. Fulton, died Friday
morning Nov 1. at Hopkinsville,
after being ill for several weeks..
Hr Henley, a contractor, was
born Oct. I, 11164 in Graves
County. son of John C. and Victoria Osborne Henley. He was a
member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Fulton.
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Bessie
Olive Henley. a son. Malcolm

Coleman of Detroit: and
several Wets and nephews.
One daughter died when she
was 19 years old.
Services
were held at the
Whnnel Funeral Home chanel,
Sunday afternoon at 2. The Rev.
Oakley Woodside officiated assisted by the Rev. L. Z. McCoy of
Gatlin, Tenn. Burial was in Good
Springs Cemetery near Dukedom.

Beanie Reed
Mrs. Harold Reed, 23, of '417
Maple, Fulton, died
suddenly
Friday morning Nov. 1, morning
at 4:30 at her home.
Mrs. Reed and her husband
were injured on Oct. 7, In a
motorcycle accident near Troy,
Tenn. Mrs. Reed was a patnent
in the Baptist Hospital in Meinphis for three weeks and was
dismissed Saturday She was in
a cast from her orris down at
the time of her death. She took
Ill suddenly about thirty minu tee before her death.
In
the
motorcycle accident,
Mrs. Reed suffered an injured
back, a
broken
pelvis, eight
broken ribs, a broken right leg
and both sides of the lower jaw
were broken. Mr. Reed was not
seriously injured.
Mrs. Reed was born in Beaver's
Nebr., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Khunes. She was a member of the Baptist Church of
Gary, Nebr.
Besides her husband, she leaves
a son, Lloyd Reed, nine-months-

old; a daughter, Liuda Reed, 244
year-old; her mother Mrs. Saline
Khunes of Wilmon, Iowa; and a
brother, Murrell Khunes of Kent,
Ohio.
She was the ciatighter-in-law
of Mr. and Mrs L.eeo Reed of
Fulton.
Services were held at the Sandy
Branch Baptist Church Saturday
at 1 p. m. Burial, under direction
of
Jackson
Brothers
Funeral
Home of Duketiom, was in the
church cemetery.

Mrs. Loura Council
Union City — Mrs. Loura Dean
Council, 85, of the Jordon highviaY, Union City, died at her
home at 5 a. m. Sunday following a strclke two weeks ago.
Services were held at the
White-Ranson Funeral home at
3:30 p. m. Monday. The Rev.
Lowell Council pastor of the Martin Methodist church, and the
Rev. A. T. Evans of Union City
officiated. Burial was in the
Antioch cemetery. Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Mrs. Council was born Oct. 30,
1871, in Gibson county, the daughter of Houston H. and Louraniey
Pace Green. She moved to Obion
county when she was a small
child and had lived here since.
She was a member of the Antioch
Methodist church.
She is survived by her hus-

band, W. W. Council; three sons,
Hubert H. of the Old Harris
road and Tom of the Section
Line road, both of Union City,
and Wilmon or Dyersburg; five
daughters, Mrs. Press Vaught,
Mrs. Milton Jordan, Mrs. Preston
Hampton and Mrs. Hubert S.
Harris, all of Uniqn City, and
Mrs. Gilbert Bowan of Futon,
Ky., 25 grandchildren; 43 greatgrandchildren, and four greatgrandchildren, and four greatgreat great-children. A son, Donald B. died in 1938; and another
son, Jewell, died in 1940.

Clara Kis Collins
Short funeral services were
held Tuesday afternoon, at 4 at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, for Carla Kim Collins, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

At Low Cost
waedise Melte and Time
Mem et MI Lads Usenet* Sepalred at Law cest
111.•
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

formances of the horse show, and

will feature the day's livestock
events on his morning TV and
The International Livestock
radio show originating in the
Exposition will be held in Chiamphitheatre
cago from November 79 to December 7, at the Chicago Stock
Yards.
Arthur Godfrey, famed TV and
radio star, will appear at all per-

Dan Collins of Fulton.
The infant was born Tuesday
morning at 2, at Jones Hospital.
The Rev. John Laida, pastor of
eel% Pal
the First Baptist Church, offiMayes. Awes
ciated. Burial was in Greenlee
ws
Cemetery.
anild.
1yP
iwows
'issata."61.
Besides her parents, the child '.w
leaves her grandparents, Mr.
iiiiC
idges
and Mrs. Earle Collins and Mrs. BENNETT ELECr
Eli NAIR
R. S. Burgess of Fulton.

immunize

Heels attached
safely...properly
with our new

against

HOG CHOLERA

Cinderella
Auto-Solor.

SWIVINE
.I

Forrester's Shoe Shop
MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut Si.

Godfrey WU1 Broadcast
From Chicago Exposition

Now! Heel Lifts
for Cinderella

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE
AT

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
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HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biologicals — ALLIED
Laboratories,Inc.

Consult your
rVETERIN
ARIAN

•TreiNmall

Phone 201

THE NEW FICOCICET13 ^FIE HIEFRIE

YCNJ

CoLIDS'mc•bility
...THE NEW WAY 100F' GICNNIGI 1301-ACIE113 IN THE ROCKET
AQUI I

Henley of Tyler, Texas; a brother, Oley Henley of Water Val, two 81,61041t, Mrs. Maurice
Betty of Water Valley and Mrs.

•

11.16

LOS

•

Tolsphons
Talk
by
HAROLD WILEI
Your Telephone Manager

OVER THE HORIZON—How would you like to SOO
a TV program from Cuba? Well, now it's possible. Amerltea Telephone and Telegraph Company and Radio Corporation of Cuba have just completed between Florida and
Cuba the first two-way "over the horizon" communication
system ever to be put in service. Before this, beams
traveled in a straight line between relay antennas. When
they came to an ocean, they were stopped because there
was no place for further relays. The new system sends
powerful beams into the air. Thousands of feet up, a
layer of atmosphere scatters them downward to distant
receiving stations. So don't be too surprised if some night
your TV starts speaking Spanish. You might not understand all that's said, but at least you'll know how your
telephone company's "good neighbor" policy brought our
friends in Cuba here to our community.
•

•

TO MARKET, TO MARKET—When most folks go
'bopping. they keep their eyes open for what's new. Your
telephone company likes to keep up, too, by developing
more and more telephone conveniences. For instance,
now you can have a telephone that lights up at night; a
spring cord for your phone that never snarls or tangles;
or, if you like, a volume-control telephone that lets you
turn the voice of the person you're talking with up or
down. And best of all (my favorites, anyway) we have
color telephones—so bright and convenient as extra
phones anywhere in the house. Think
you might like some of these new conveniences? Call us, and we'll be glad
to help you select them.
• • •
DOGGONE—I guess it's a dog's life
all right for the pup. Waiting while the
lady talks. But who can blame her
when these new outdoor telephone
booths are so handy. You'll be seeing
them more than ever around here,

I=COFt I91
(=OLQI%1€IL

NEW

CLASS COIF CAFt

oi,116\.
-•
c

N•vo, se•r• effislest
Ileekte elves yea terlstandlog perforre•nce. Remarkable Improveasessli 1st e•rbureelon *nor yes
up us 20% preoeSer teal iscoweniy.

NOW
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NEW-MATIC IN1011
.
(A TINA( Ala litier•INOON)

anywhere you go We

have 17 of them here
in Fulton now to help
make it a lot easier for
everyone to talk to
anyone, most anytime.

MATES

name mums mum

INTO NININVIATII OF SMOOTNNIESS

In the 1958 Oldsmobile you'll find most everything you've ever wanted
in a motorcar —outstanding styling; smart, tasteful design; delightful new
features; alert new Rocket Engine performance; supreme comfort; daring
DOW colors and fabrics. And most important of all, you'll find real down-tofar operating eccroanyl As never before, Oldsmobile hit '58 gives you true
Mem Trees-Port•Isie ladle° Disel-liesis• Peavey Ifisettne big-car dm, big-ear comfort and handling, big-car sinartnese—oombined with
serve as your regular oar sessika, delvers lb• *sod amount at heat
budget-ear thrift. One. you Rocket-Test th• '58 Olds, you'll know for sure,
brif can also b• isModreil ased weed or vesidlleMen eatspdhy where ewe
es • lightereipht, 160-1171
.
1 vibes yew reef IL Yee pooh • that from its safer Foxe-Beam Headlamps to its srarkling Twin Blades—
kry-powere41, Iron/Met
Wan —pews, does 5. world It's the biggest value IN Otamsobiles 60-year history
•ortam.s.o.R•••Ber

DISPLAY...AT YOUR
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It,
Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
PPE REM Meer sanding nos4iblme and electric floor poloist* and electric vacuum claimers. Excbenge Furniture Ca
Phone 15, Church Street
SALE: treed oil heaters $14.95
gt
li o
Exchange Furniture
, Church Street, Fulton.

CASHION'S
FARM
Specialized Service
CALL see
-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
-All Engines Repaired
-Authorised Clinton Sonic*
-Clinton Engines and Purls
-Factory Trained Mechanism
-Prompt Effioient Service
-All Work Guaranteed
-Also Eloctrie Motors
-Wiring, Refrigeration.
Appliance, Ropair.
-Free Engine Examinatioa

NOW IS the time to replace the
broken glasses in your home
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
Glass Company. 212 Church
Street; phone 909.
WORK shoos $8.88 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrestoes
BARGAIN-Refrigerators from
Shoe Shop.
$49.95 to $67.50. Real nice Vanity
dresser s2.2.50. Nice chest of DESIRABLE POSITION
- Open
drawers $19.95 at Wade's Used
in Fulton area for personable
Furniture Store. Trade with
woman in good health who can
Wade and Save. 112 Main St.
work 20 hours or more each
Phone 478.
week. This is selling at its
highest and most worthwhile
HAVE YOU shopped at our
level and combines Service, Inlarge display room for your
terest and a High Income as
plumbing needs? See our huge
few others do. Car necessary.
stocks of kitchen and bathWrite fully to H. Roberts, Box
room fixtures; newest styles,
CW, c/o The News, Fulton, Ky.
Colors; prices to fit your pocketbook. Open anytime, day MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Or night at 906 Arch Street
and automatic models. $139.94
"We oarry parts and rdateriand up. Sales and !lorries.
als." Campbell's Plumbing
Reenneet Electric, Phone 211.
Shop. Telephone 1087R.
SPECIAL - Living room suits
$12.50 to $88.00. Few rugs left
WE HAVE
at $4.88. Dinette suits $12.50 to
RCA WHIRLPOOL
$32.50 at Wade's Used FurniCOMBINATION WASHER
ture Store. Trade with Wade
AND DRYER
and Save. 112 Main St. Phone
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
478.
AIR CONDITIONERS
You're always welcome
TRADE • NOW
at

H&M
TELEVISION
400 Main Street

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE
Fulton

ON FORESTDALE AVENUE
South Fulton, a really nice two
bedroom home, in good location. OWNER HAS HIS EYE
ON SOME other property, and
incidently is NOT LEAVING
TOWN AND WON'T BE TOO
HARD TO DEAL WITH. Let
me show you this.
ON FORESTDALE AVENUE
South Fulton, small four room
house on extra large lot. Priced
to sell at $2600.00.
ON CLEVELAND AVENUE
in East Fulton, Convenient to
Terry Norman school, small
two bed room home on large
lot. Ideal place for children.
$5200.00.
ON CHURCH STREET, in
South Fulton. Small two bedroom home recently remodeled and redecorated $4500.00.
IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS
one of the nicest homes that
we have ever had the privilege
to offer, Central heating, Brick
Veneer, large size bedrooms.
Tile bath, Living room, dining room combination, utility
room, up stairs that has all
storage room possible. Could
be made into two additional
bedrooms. If you have been
looking for a truly fine home,
well located that was ownerbuilt and has had excellent
care, we urge you to call us for
further details. Shown by appointment oily.
We are a young aggressive
firm that will work hard to
find just the right buyer for
your property or help you
own the home of your choice
You'll like doing business with
us.

Agency

Inc.
Felton, Ky.

Fulton

Lew terace--amy Illarmants

AWING, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
--Imarease-

HI-Fl headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-F1 latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.
KING-O-HEAT 80- lb coal hooters $52.50. Liberal trade-in. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street, Fulton.

NOW is tom nate to get year
Typewriter and Adding MaeMae Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Sergio* liviager of
FULTON REAL IIIITATE 04).
The Harvey Caldwell Campaw, Darrz-rir Office OutSee them when you want
fitters, rime 674.
to BUY OR SELL.
List Ye=
and town Property
wills Ste

Far

SIM Main lit

NEW LOCATION

Phase •

RCA and ZENITH
AUTO BATTERIES

TELEVISION

24-months' guarantee,
only $10.95, exchange

Sales • • • Service

36-months' guarantee,
only $13.45, exchange

Tape Recorders
Geiger Counters

48-months' guarantee,
only $16.95, exchange

Metal dectectors
Antenna installation

WESTERN AUTO
Lake Street
Fulton

and service
HI-Fl Service

KING TELEVISION
Read The
PADUCAH
SUN-DEMOCRAT
for all of the very
latest news - national,
local and sports.
•
•
•
•
Delivered in Fulton and
Water Valley
daily cnd Sundays
only 35c per week.
•
•
•
•
Phone 9147
Owen Lindsey, agent

Phone 613,

Union City

BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fetkon at Forrester's Shoe
Shoo.
PIANO tkinu.a, ‘7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timms Furniture
Company, Union 0117, Tenn.

World's Finest Quality

Miss Jane Austin and Miss
Shelia Ircix of Murray State College spent the weekend with
Jane's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wales Austin. Miss Fox is from
Morton's Gap and it Jane's roommate at Murray this year.

LOOK!
Permanent
Anti-Freeze

Ethylene Glycol Base
Anti-Rust Additive

Phone 62 or 1641

$2.75 GALLON
HOME FURNISHINGS - Wood ROPER'S TV SERVICE
75c QUART
and coal stoves $29.95 to $72.50.
Main St.
PARKING
Pllone 31117
Nice poster bed room suite new
$135.00. Table lamps and floor Authorized Zenith Dealer
lamps, new $4.35 at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
TIRE SALE!
with Wade and Save. 112
Main St. Phone 478.
100% premium Dupont nylon
cord silent Sentry tires, lifetime
FOR THE BEST Deal un Office
Fulton Co-Operative
guarantee.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Granite and Marble
Phone 399
Central Ave.
Sae James 0. Butts at The
10% DOWN
Any
size
or
shape
Harvey
Caldweil
Co.,
up to
DRIVE-IN Office Outtittest, Open 6 days each week.
9 MONTHS TO PAY
NEW SHIPMENTS
Phone 674. We trade for your Shipped from one of the
equipment
old
WEEKLY
ARRIVING
WESTERN AUTO
largest Monument works
Fulton WELLS DRILLED see meastry in the U.
Lake Street
Factory Returns
S.
and he
Modica eq
ment, experienced workmas.
Write ar sak Waists Cte.
Phone 2111. ?Mom Ky.
for children. boys,
WHAT MEN WEAR.
misses, men and women.
$50 REWARD for any information leading to the arrest and
Shown in variety . . .
Huge savings.
Court Square
conviction of the person or perWork or dress clothing, shoes,
Phone: Office 269;
sons who stole three hogs from
boots, luggage and furnishings.
my farm on the Middle Road.
Home 1946
Fulton
Main Street
Morgan Davidson.

pRii

MONUMENTS

Southern States

SHOES

Union City Marble
and Granite Works

Forrester Shoe Shop

THE EDWARDS STORE

FOR SALE: Dixie electric range,
full size, almost new. $115.00
at Exchange Furniture Cent"American as the Constitution"
WAYMayfield, Ky.

Bargains in Used Furniture

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
"Always At Year Serviee"
COOK'S LIQUOR
STORE
201 Ceanatereial Ave. Fah=
Cold Wines, cold bear
All popular brands el

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl
Phone 1556

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders---qnecial orders

whiskies, gins, etc.
SPARE-TIME
EARNINGS

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAT PLAN
40% DOWN. 26% In 2 MOS.
34% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 164

Wick Smith Agency

Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making regular
"extra" earnings for themselves; we are going to offer ,
someone in Fulton County the
same opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.
Write

Easy Terms, No Carrying Charges
Dixie Elec. Range (used 3 months)
Dixie Gas Range
Westinghouse Refrigerator
Westinghouse Refrigerator
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
5-Piece Breakfast Suite
Oak Breakfast Suite (5-pc.)
White Kitchen Cabinet
Cole's Hot Blast Heater
100 lb. King-O-Heat Circulator
100 lb. Warn Morning Circulator
Used Blond Bedroom Suite (like new)
3-pc. Walnut Bedroom Suite (like new)
Bed and Vanity
•••\

Oak Dresser

Used Bed

Springs
Used Sectional Couch

Palmer Ordered
To Meet Welch
In Grudge Tilt

_

$114.50
$59.50
$34.50
$79.50

$27.50
_$9.95

$32.50
$19.50
$17.50

$59.50
$49.50
$117.50

$97.50
$24.50
$12.50
$7.50

$89.50

FULTON OKAYS
Continued from Pate Oar
in the same manner as their predecessors have for the past 75odd years in Fulton.
Nelson Tripp, prominent Illinois Central employee, well
known and well liked for his
years of hard wont in Cub Scout

circles in the community, has
been named Mayor of Fulton.
Incoming councilmen, elected to
2-year terms, include former
Mayor and long-time councilman
Smith Atkins, who returns to the
City hall after a 4-year absence;
another former councilman, Ward
Johnson, also returning after a
4-year absence, and four others
who will be serving their first
terms as councilmen:
J. 0. ("Jim") Lewis, former
superintendent of Fulton and
Graves Counties' schools and
commercial manager of Station
WFUL; Orion Winstead, manager
of the Paul Nailling Implement
Company; Charles Rice, owner'
and manager of the Rice's Men's
Wear Store, and John Earle, longtime Fulton automobile dealer.
now retired.
The new Mayor and council
will take office January 1st.
In a comparatively light election vote only 1327 ballots were
cast out of a possible 8000 registered voters in the county.
The four Fulton precincts accounted for 645 of the total.
Doris Owens, a sister of Al
T. Owen won her race handily
over her Republican opponent
with • majority that may surpass 125,000 votes.
Elvis Babb, local cafe owner
got two votes for Mayor and other
citizens receive votes for the
City Council, via the write-in
route: They are Elmer Mansfield,
1; Dr. Blankenship, 4; Aaron
Butts, 1; Grady Varden, 2; James
Green, 2; and Wilburn Allen, 1.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church Street

Phone 35

Fulton

for thefirst
time ever!
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Train
Case
Sale!

HMV Christian

Science Heals
A GROWTH HEALED
THROUGH PRAYER
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Come In And See Our New
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GAS FLOOR FURNACE

Hom r
fine
erans

FAMOUS
COLMAN
FUEL-SAVINS
FEATURES

PLUS NEW
EXCLUSNI
S
'AND
A-111..U"
&WIN(R
ArIg

tune
tiorn cl
r
can

SITS IN
FLOORNEEDS NO
SASEMENT

is 0
4
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LAW
NO WORN.
NO DINT,
NO ASHES

Streamilte Train
Case...regularly $17.50

Sale

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
10 to 6 Rooms
You-haven't seen what • gas
floor-furnace emn do, until you
see /tile new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCElNew power;
new fuel-saying features. And

- an amazingly low pries.,
Visit us today l

GRAHAM
FURNMJRE COMPANY

$111
1 1!.!ISAS
Pre-quietens special I
Ihreamlite Train Case
holds 52 travel needs
ent-Movels an ethers!
Comm is Hawaiian Shute
Rawhide Finish, Saddle
Tam Admiral Blue,
Bermuda Green,
Colorado Brown.

GRAHAM

"4 Floors of Fine Furniture
WALNUT ST.

Auto Associate Store

Hun
out ti
turned
,
et
this
:
a!
farle
lyy_f
ton's
McGu

Super Performance

FULTON

FURNITURE COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

Toyland is open at Western Auto
LAYAWAY NOW

Nan
Rea

All other candidates for Mayor
and Council of Fukon and Hickman, elected in May and all
State, county and district offices
were also voted into office.

London Grey,

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Box 315,
Fulton, Ky.
For further details
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Moody Palmer last minute refusal to appear for last week's
wrestling match at the Old High
PACKAGES
School Gym in South Fulton
prompted the chairman of the
Lake Street Liquor Stare Tennessee Athletic Commission
to hand out a stern reprimand to
Across from
Palmer. Palmers telegram, received shortly before bell time, last
Coca-Cola Plant
Thursday night read, quote: "Do
not agree with provisions of toPlenty Free Parking! night's match and refuse to appear for same", unquote.
The first bout on the weekly
card will feature the unpredictNOTICE-SPINET PIANO able Chico Cortez and Eddie
Davie in a regulation, two out of
Available to responsible local per- three fall affair.
son for remaining balance on
small payments. Famous make
and guaranteed. Write: Adjuster MRS. JEAN MOONcontinues rows We 0/44
-JOPLIN PIANO CO., Box 784,
dent for a two-year term.
Paducah, Ky
The Moon family left Fulton in
1940 and lived in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. Two years ago they
moved to Fort Smith, Arkansas
MOHAWK CARPET where they had a wealth of
friends and were very active in
WALL-TO-WALL
the Methodist Church where they
OR ROOM 5123
were leaders in the Youth work
•
of their church.
Oall us to attiniate your joist
On June 8 of this year, another
We also install linoleum, asp- member was added to the happy
halt tile, rubber tile and plastic Moon family when their son, Jimlila.
my, was married to Sally Janet
Continued on Pepe Five
FULTON HARDWARE Means of Oklahoma City. Jimand Furniture Company
my and Sally Janet are both stuPbee* 1 dents at Oklahoma City UniverIN Lake Street
sity.
Funeral services are today
SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Sheet (Thursday) at 2 p. m. in *Fort
Smith. Ark. The body will arrive
Shop.
in ninon Friday evening and
friends may call at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home until the funeral
hour Saturday morning at 11
o'clock.

Zenith T V
Repair Service

Page 10 The Fulton

GIFT-WRAPPED

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.

FOR SALE

Wick Smith

Mayfield Hiway

LOANS

WEEK-END VISITORS

A MOST COMPLETE SELECTION OF THE NICEST TOYS
YOU'VE EVER SEEN IN FULTON.
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